
CHAPTER 1

This thesis will examine the development of fantasy and science fiction with

particular regard to the extent to which, since the 1950s, the psychological pressures

experienced through technology, the population explosion, the threat of nuclear war and

destruction of the environment have influenced this form of escapist literature. The choice

of books has been made from those which appear to best illustrate this view ranging from

the early "pulp" magazines such as Galaxy which has provided a forum for so many

brilliant stories, to the humorous iconoclastic writing of Douglas Adams.

The books have also been chosen to demonstrate how science fiction has changed

from the days of the pulp magazine with its "sensational" image, to its present state where

modern writers such as Larry Niven in Ringworld (1972) demonstrate how increasing

anxieties and new technologies can be incorporated into an excellent literary work. It is

those writers of Niven's calibre who have taken sf out of the pulp era and transformed the

genre so that it now has a more "respectable" literary image.

Having decided to explore the realms of science fiction for this thesis has meant

spending hours looking for suitable material. The shelves of second-hand bookshops have

become a cornucopia of material with their great masses of dog-eared books, many with

brilliantly illustrated covers in the tradition of the artistic flights of fancy which once

decorated the covers of the early pulp magazines. These too now lie on the shelves of

second-hand bookshops, their original price of 25c or 3s. 6d. having now escalated to a

healthy $2.00 as inflation has hit the market even for books whose pages aged to yellow

within their first week of publication. Alongside old copies of IF, Lurid Tales and

Fantasy Magazine, it seems book dealers have a penchant for arraying their stocks of

"wild west" stories, which suggests the coincidence of science fiction writing and the

western novel. Both genres allow writers and readers to examine life in a society that has

ceased to exist or has not yet existed (that is, if one accepts that historically the western is

correct and that there is a possibility for outer space to contain worlds where the societies



posited could exist). Either way, both forms of writing generally take the reader away

from the mundane aspects of life, thrusting him or her into a situation where any amount of

violence, passion and the emotions of lust, love and hate are given free rein as the upright

enfolding arms of conventional society are left behind for the wild new frontier to be

explored.

The literature of sf provides a more immediate escape to these new frontiers than

current technology can offer and leads to speculation about what the rest of the universe

holds. The sightings of UFOs, of which there was an explosion in the 1950s, may be

attributed to wishful thinking on the part of a world which was beginning to realize that it

was becoming increasingly possible for mankind to leave the confines of this planet and

explore the outer limits of space. This freedom had been made possible through the efforts

of Werner von Braun's rocket team who ironically gave Hitler his power to destroy his

opponents with rocket bombs curving a parabola of destruction through the fringes of

space during WWII. During the 1950s Russian and American scientists continued to

develop von Braun's rocket technology, culminating in 1957 with the first Sputnik being

successfully launched by the Russians. So began the space race, bringing the hitherto

fantastic stories of science fiction ever nearer to the present reality.

With many of the dreams of sf taking shape in fact, one might have expected sf, as

it increasingly seemed to echo reality, to decline, but as space technology has raced ahead,

so have the imaginations of writers. For some this merging of fiction and reality has meant

heading backwards to a time when technology was not needed — the days when magic

ruled the land. For others — those whose work forms the basis of this thesis, space

technology and its effects on human society form the core of their plots. For modern

readers, fantasy and science fiction provide an escape from today and offer a release from

current problems. They are modern adult fairy tales having evolved to provide an avenue

away from the present by exploring life in an arena where the terrors and problems

encountered as civilization grows up can be enacted in a safe setting far removed from

everyday life.
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Sf often includes elements of the fantastic but, by and large, it is a form of modern

literature whose development has been strongly affected by the machine age simply

because of the logistics involved in moving from one world to another. There is no doubt

that sf has been closely related to the huge technological developments which have

occurred in this century, particularly during the last thirty years when space travel has

become a reality. Keeping in line with book sales in general and often surpassing other

types, sf and fantasy have shown an increase in sales in what has to be the ultimate in

escapist literature and perhaps this can be seen as just another result of people's need to

avoid the realities of a world which is beginning to resemble more and more the world of

sf – a not necessarily ideal place. As sf has its share of technological dystopias, our need

to distance ourselves from current reality may be seen as a healthy sign as it allows a

respite, however, brief, from the difficulties of coping with an ever-changing world. With

this in mind, it is difficult not to imagine that pressures of our technological society as it

races towards the twenty-first century, are responsible for a massive increase in sf and

fantasy. As sf moves inexorably toward science fact, its readers may take comfort in the

escape found in this form of literature.

Another effect that technological change has had on sf is to make it become more

detailed in its technical explanations as readers' general knowledge of physics and the

universe has increased through television science programs and newspaper reports, apart

from improvements in general schooling. This knowledge can be compared to a loss of

innocence which is perhaps being made up for by the "withdrawal" by some readers into

the realms of fantasy fiction where wonders still exist, the explanation for which is always

a matter of magic, retaining the element of mystery frequently lacking, of necessity, in sf.

This escape into the world of fantasy literature provides a psychological release from the

bondage of modern society and our polluted world where innocence has long since died.

Sf, however, provides a more demanding forum for its readers, requiring them perhaps to

solve, rather than withdraw from, the problems of modern life; there is less harking back

to the ancient lore of some forgotten time and a concentration on positive solutions to

societies which have suffered the technical revolution and come to terms with the changes
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necessitated by it. Fantasy often provides a clear-cut case between good and evil with an

eventual restoration of the balance, usually with good the victor by a narrow margin;

however, sf is more pragmatic in its moralizing, allowing for some ironic twists in the end

of the tale. For this reason sf offers a more sophisticated form of escape as it can propose

ways of managing the changes the world is now experiencing with our, somewhat

desperate, attempts to balance the needs of our environment with the ravaging leaps of

technology. This applies to the "cyberpunk" fiction of George Alec Effinger through to the

"pastoral" view of sf presented by Clifford D. Simak. Effinger's intellectually augmented

character Marid Audran is ideally matched to his violent Middle Eastern society and

Simak's characters, who usually lack the fire and streetwise sophistication of Effinger's

protagonists, often find a more gentle solution to society's problems through escape rather

than confrontation, although this is not achieved simply by running away from the reality

of their situation.

As this thesis is aimed at examining recent developments in sf, the role which

fantasy plays in the writing of sf has been abbreviated in the main in order to concentrate

on mainstream sf. This has meant omitting such brilliant fantasy writers as Julian May and

Ursula le Guin although the children's writer, Alan Garner is briefly discussed in Chapter

2. It is particularly unfortunate that the vast body of work generated by le Guin cannot be

included as she frequently creates and uses human myths in constructing her stories,

sometimes evoking what almost amounts to a racial memory as they unfold. However,

that is not to say that mainstream sf is deficient in mythology, new myths often being

created as background to a story of an alien race. Frequently these myths are similar to our

Greek, Roman and Norse mythology, thereby creating an affinity or at least an

understanding in the reader toward the alien culture. Philip Jose Farmer is a writer who

appears to delight in the exploration of these areas and the discussion on his books will

examine this feature of his writing.

The books presented in this thesis will cover these facets of people's attempt to

keep up with a changing and often more regimented and formidable environment and the
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solution writers may put forward, be they the farcical antics of Douglas Adams' characters

or the more serious epic ideas of Ron L. Hubbard.

Between the covers of a sf novel the reader can usually find a purpose which

makes modern technology worthwhile. The boundlessness of space is available as

reward, even though it might be a forum for worlds undergoing horrific problems:

pollution, overcrowding, wars; these situations can unnervingly simulate reality,

especially if they deal with the near future. However, in considering the way the sf writer

examines the mind, the theory of time travel, the belief/hope/fear that we are not alone in

the universe and that there is a probability rather than a possibility of other life forms

existing, one encounters the question of xenophobia. If we are not alone, then will the

other inhabitants of the universe want more than their allotted area (a trait not uncommon to

humans)? Will they see Earth as a prize to be conquered? Earthlings become tiny soft

creatures beside aliens created to deliberately play upon these fears, their insect/reptilian

forms with hard armoured bodies and intellects which can form no empathy with humans,

much less appreciate them as worthwhile life-forms, do not engender an affinity in the

reader toward extra terrestrial visitors. One recent sf story which does not conform to this

representation of aliens is the film ET, which portrays the human thirst for knowledge as

the monstrosity, rather than the lovable and defenceless alien which is associated with the

helplessness and innocence of children.

Van Vogt's The War Against the Rull (1975) illustrates the abyss of understanding

separating humans and aliens which has caused an intergalactic war. Alien (Alan Dean

Foster, 1979) is another work illustrating the apparent impossibility of ever coming to

terms with the minds and thinking of other creatures. Even when the sf writer seeks to

achieve a lighter note when dealing with aliens, for example, "To Serve Man" (1950) –

Damon Knight's Galaxy story of a recipe book written by piglike aliens, the humour is

essentially black.

The change of thought patterns which distance from the influence of the mother

planet may cause in humans, another popular theme of sf novels, is examined in societies
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originally emanating from Earth. In such novels humans inhabiting different areas of

space have developed conflicting ways of thinking, allowing for inter-galactic wars

between humans, resembling the multi-nation conflicts of this century. This theme can be

observed in such works as The Moon is a Harsh Mistress (Robert A. Heinlein, 1969)

where there is withdrawal from Earth society, a benign anarchy and, on the part of the new

society, a lack of imperialistic greed. This book reflects very much the plight of the

American colonies before the war of Independence, as it illustrates the pressures on the

new lunar society which arc similar to those the British placed on the new American

colonists.

The sf story offers its readers a medium through which to embark on a journey of

fantasy and wild speculation, past, present and future causing no barriers to its progress.

It allows writers to explore every form of their art from the gripping sensationalism of the

"whodunit" detective story to the adventures about superheroes and space commandos

which used to be portrayed in adventure comics. Because so much has been written under

the banner of "science fiction" over years during which our society has undergone drastic

sociological and technological changes, it is possible to utilize this form of writing to view

the unprecedented changes occurring in the attitudes and aims of people and (mainly)

Western society over a reasonably short period of time. Nowhere else in modern writing

does such a variety of styles, plots, ideas and arguments occur under the one heading in

our library bookshelves. Therefore, although science fiction by its very name suggests a

type of reading material which will offer an escapist, fantasy setting, its immense variety of

styles can be said to offer a very revealing look at how society is progressing.

A popular theme of the early writings of science fiction was the exploration of the

moral aspects of mankind's tampering with nature. Writing in "the infancy of modern

science," (Joseph, 1969, p. xiv) Mary Shelley brilliantly conceived Frankenstein which

examined the driving need of a scientist to improve on nature, with an attempt to create the

ultimate human being. But Dr Frankenstein created a monster, albeit an innocent, tragic

thing, it did not fit in with the rest of God's creation and, in keeping with the moral

thinking of the time, had to finish its existence as an outcast in a frozen wasteland, grieving
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over the death of its creator. The twentieth century reader might see this as a poignant and

highly moral end, guaranteed to evoke the sympathy of the nineteenth century reader for

what was otherwise an abomination to humanity. Shelley's concept of the "modern

Prometheus" creating life by infusing an unanimated corpse with the vital spark of life

provided by the new scientific theories of electricity, heralded a new era of thinking

brought about by scientific advance (Joseph, 1969).

The Victorian era with the advent of Darwinism, brought about a host of writers

eager to explore the possibilities opened by the Industrial Revolution, new discoveries in

medicine and a lifting of the harsh confines religion had hitherto placed upon the

expression of free thinking. In 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea (1864), apart from

anticipating the discovery of atomic power and the wonders of undersea exploration, in the

character of Captain Nemo, Jules Verne laid bare the psychological horrors of

megalomania, revealing the new-found concept of mental illness which was beginning to

be examined by doctors in the Victorian era (Hugel, 1933, p.67). Robert Louis Stevenson

and Edgar Allen Poe had also used this theme to send chills down the spines of their

readers, using fear of the unknown and unexplainable to terrorize and undermine the

mind's rationality. Herbert George Wells in his scientific novels, provided a rather

different look at the world prophesying great advances in technology which he used as the

basis for his most fantastic writing. In The Time Machine his world set 30 million years in

the future is a comment on the social limitations placed on the working classes by the

industrial revolution (Parrinder, 1970). A severe moral code pervading much of the

literature of the period demanded that good triumph over evil every time, although Poe

managed to end his horror stories with evil still lurking and death an ever-present menace.

In a large number of Victorian novels, however, there could be no peace for the perpetrator

of evil until he or she had met retribution face on and fully paid for the crime committed.

Even Gilbert & Sullivan sang in their ever-cheerful way that the "punishment [should} fit

the crime" reflecting the moral standards to which Victorian society at least paid lip service.

To a certain extent this code left its mark on Wells' novels and the Invisible Man, one of

Wells' most successful characters, whom television viewers took to their hearts in more
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recent times, exemplified the thoroughly moralistic tone of many of his Victorian

contemporaries. Indeed, until very recently, many of the characters portrayed in television

series are bound by a code which does not allow them to commit any act which can be

interpreted as immoral without paying the penalty for their transgression. However, this

code no longer binds the characters in films. Examination of the effects of violence which

portrays human slaughter or wholesale carnage is frequently the theme of modern films,

and the perpetrators of such actions do not necessarily have to bear the brunt of a

punishment befitting their crimes. In spite of this, it is still unthinkable that a character

such as Superman should use his X-ray vision as an aid to voyeurism.

Just from looking at these few instances of the changes in attitude which have

occurred in fictional forms of entertainment, it can be seen that a very great change has

occurred in the expectations of the modern audience. No longer does the writer have to

maintain a strict adherence to codes of morals and ethics now considered outmoded. Thus

George Alec Effinger's lampooning of the great American hero in The Nick of Time

(1983) and The Bird of Time (1988) works well as a humorous look at the possible pitfalls

that might be expected should Albert Einstein be proved wrong and time travel become

possible and popular. With this new set of expectations in moral standards the reader now

brings to the text, the hero or heroine may have any number of faults and moral lapses

which can be overlooked in the light of how well he or she might capture the imagination.

In spite of these changes in social expectations, sf and fantasy still, in the main,

have clear definitions of right and wrong and continue a literary tradition now fast

disappearing. It seems there is still a question in certain literary circles as to whether there

is any real merit in sf. One such critic is Rosalind Miles who refers to the genre as ". . .

that odd sport of fiction, the sci-fi novel. . ." (1974, 196). Why sf should be considered

in the same way as a form of unwanted genetic mutation is not clear as the genre simply

allows writers to have at least one extra dimension to explore in their fictional settings.

Surely a well-written story which takes readers beyond their normal humdrum existence on

a transport of fancy which has been specifically designed to offer an escape from the

mundane must be an important and worthwhile literary adjunct, rather than a deformed
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mutation of fiction. Sf literature in the best of traditions frequently reflects the greatness of

human history, including the myths and magic that are now veiled to us by the smothering

mists of time, now only hinted at by half-remembered legends which have become almost

racial memories. These legends reflect our attitude to the many artifacts we have inherited

in this world, the uses of which have been long forgotten but which still fill us with a

tremendous curiosity. We are left with a keen sense of loss that we are unable to discover

their secrets which are now forever locked in our past. Our fascination with our ancient

past is evident in the huge numbers of people who flock to see the first rays of the sun as it

strikes the altar at Stonehenge at the Summer Solstice, attesting to human beings'

continued search for arcane knowledge, now seemingly lost forever in the impenetrable

curtain time has placed around these Neolithic remains (Krupp, 1984). The secrets of the

Druids too, lie buried in their now cleared oak groves – logged centuries ago by our

environmentally unaware ancestors whose dream was to build a new legend of stout oak

ships. Fortunately modern Druids have their hands tied when it comes to recreating the

pagan and bloody human sacrifices their ancient counterparts were licensed to perform in

their religious fervour, although a few satanist cults would appear only too ready to

replicate these abominations. A high technology civilization has lost all these things to us

now. However, the legends and mystical practices of our past can live on in our literature

– even literature which deals with the future.

This is a major reason to retain and expand our escapist literature; sf can seduce the

reader millions of light years away from present day considerations and responsibilities.

At least it appears to: sf offers a trip along a route to fantastic places, peopled by fabulous

beings from undreamed of cultures. But is sf really taking the reader away from the

immediacy of the present? If we look at how sf has changed in the last century and

particularly in the last twenty-five to forty years, there is overwhelming evidence to

suggest that current views and values are being examined, criticized and sometimes at least

theoretically remedied in the pages of the sf novel. With sf there is a double reflection of

present day developments as it also keeps pace with, if not frequently out-guessing,

scientific and technological change. During the sexual revolution of the seventies and
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eighties there has also been a significant change in Western attitudes towards women. One

is therefore frequently brought up short by some of the attitudes towards women expressed

in some of the more "mature" sf from the forties, fifties and sixties. In many of these

novels "The Little Woman" was "kept" by her husband and stayed home, reproduced and

cooked, whilst waiting anxiously on the arrival of her wandering spouse.

In the greater part of the sf of the seventies and eighties the paternalistic attitudes

towards women expressed in books written around the time of Van Vogt's The War

Against the Rull has disappeared, although Rosalind Miles, in her unenthusiastic look at

science fiction is unconvinced of this, claiming that:

. . . in that odd sport of fiction, the sci-fi novel, there is no real advance posited for the
female of the species. Writers who blow their minds dreaming up horrendous changes
affecting total environment, technology, and personality, still see change as affecting
every area of experience other than this one. Female characters meander through the
unimaginable timescapes of the future, still "emotional' , still in need of masculine
domination, and still unable even to understand the internal combustion engine or to use
a screwdriver. (1974, 196:7).

Despite Ms Miles' rather sour view of women's lot in the sf future, the

preoccupations of society still show up in the pages of sf novels. This march of progress

does appear to have affected women to some extent at least, as a recent Sunday newspaper

survey of booksellers in the Sydney area suggested that women are now major

buyers/readers of sf, not to mention being writers of the genre. This particularly applies in

the case of fantasy where the market is dominated by female consumers. Let us never

forget that one of the world's greatest fantasy/sf novels was written by a woman, Mary

Shelley, who gave the world a monster created by a man. Frankenstein has remained a

firm favourite with all who enjoy being thrilled by the terror of a man-made being gone out

of control. As already mentioned, in Frankenstein science is seen to be tampering with

Nature and is proven inept. The egotism of scientists who struggle to simulate what

Nature seems able to produce with such ease after its many millions of years of practice, is

crushed in Shelley's novel, and the message is always there that God does not want human

beings to intrude in His department. However, the sf writer can turn more successfully

than the scientist to counteracting the Laws of the Universe with antigravity motors, faster

than light drives, and teleportation systems (to mention but a few), which render our
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current knowledge of the physics of space and time as outdated as the medieval church's

insistence that the world was the centre of the Universe and the heavens revolved around

it, contained in spheres (Blagravc, 1585).

In the medieval universe the Earth is stationary at the centre of a system of
concentric and transparent spheres. Ordinary matter, the stuff of which everything around
us on Earth is made, is only to be found below the moon in the first sphere, and in the
technical jargon of those days was called sublunary. This ordinary matter is itself
hierarchical and is compounded of four basic elements, fire, air, water and earth in
descending order of nobility. The regions above the moon — the superlunary regions —
are made of a more perfect type of matter called aether, a fifth element or essence .. .
(Brown 1978, 90)

By using the technique of presenting a not-too-far-fetched situation, the sf writer

can introduce the reader to an imagined scenario where the fantastic progeny of the writer's

mind becomes acceptable, even commonplace. A journey in a starship to the other side of

the galaxy, taking maybe days or weeks, is as mundane as a bus ride to the next city, with

only the eventual arrival at a fantastic destination – a planet with three suns, two moons

and a pale green atmosphere, perhaps, calling for readers to stretch their imagination a

little. It is probably true to say we are all willing victims of the pens, typewriters and

computers of fiction writers, but it takes only a few well-chosen words, phrases and hints

of ideas to make us begin the wild journey through the pages of a book and this is never

more true than in the case of sf.

Bearing in mind the changing influences of technology and social attitudes, the

following chapters of this thesis will examine how authors and their work reflect

contemporary social issues and technological progress, even though their material may

cover situations and civilizations set many light years away, in the present or a near future

on Earth, or in a future so far ahead it has overtones of human beings' dim and distant

past. The implications of this technological heritage will be seen particularly clearly from

novels by those authors, such as Effinger, Benson and Dick, who set their novels in a near

future where current twentieth century technology can be seen to have its next generation

and the effects it will have on the lives of the grandchildren of people alive today. The

constant technological flux which dominates contemporary Western society has already

had far-reaching effects on language, lifestyles, what people eat, drink and wear and how
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they are entertained. Science fiction extrapolates from this dynamic base and frequently

reflects the current state of society and technology when it was written and this thesis will

place particular emphasis on the development of social and technological themes in the

novels discussed. It is intended to demonstrate that whatever the setting, the good sf

novel, in common with all good literature, provides entertainment, excitement and

frequently insight into the contemporary human condition.

NOTE:

To facilitate referencing, a rundown of stories may frequently accompany

comment.
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CHAFFER 2

The writing of science fiction has no geographical boundaries, being a popular

form of literature in many countries. However, the styles of writers do appear to be

influenced strongly by their native backgrounds, producing quite distinctive types of

writing. Readers in the English speaking world will have a greater familiarity with

American and British writers than, say, those from Russia or Turkey, and unfortunately

space will not allow for a detailed study of writers from various countries. Even so, just

comparing American and British science fiction one meets vast stylistic differences

which strongly reflect the two cultures. Even character development seems to be

affected by the geographical origins of an author which may be an effect of

accommodating the character into the types of setting used. Thus, where sf writers have

their roots seems to have a marked effect on their style of writing and determines the

direction and setting of their stories. One will frequently find British writers, such as

Wyndham, Lymington and Adams locating their stories in a British setting, following the

Wellsian tradition, when Britain was the hub of the Empire and the seat of the world's

power. This can give a peculiarly British flavour to a tale which may well have its

ending many light years from its beginnings on a tiny, polluted, overpopulated island in

the northern hemisphere. Through using the image of the great scientist making brilliant

technological advances in his rural laboratory, British sf authors suggest the

impoverishment of the British scientist compared with the better financed and more go

ahead attitudes of the US. Even so, British writers, especially those of the fifties and

sixties, continue to portray Britain as "Great", their authorial eyes apparently closed to

the beginnings of the "brain drain" which has taken so much of the talent depicted in the

protagonists of such authors as Aldiss, Wyndham and Lymington, away from England to

well-funded overseas projects, chiefly in the US.

With these ideas in mind and looking at Britain first, one can see the particularly

distinctive forms of science fiction emanating from the birthplace of the English

language and find a certain similarity in the underlying considerations of such writers as
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John Wyndham, John Lymington and Alan Garner. All take the present (or very near

future) in which to set many of their works, and there seems to be a deliberate effort to

create an "everyday" quality before adding the element of fantasy to develop the story

into a work of science fiction. In this way perhaps they are emulating the great H.G.

Wells in taking the British Isles as the backdrop against which their tale will unfold.

Whatever the reason, the technique works, although there is a tendency to develop the

plot and the main character (who is almost always male) at the expense of any emotional

developments in the story. Even so, the works of Wyndham and Lymington in particular

have a great sense of place and bring the reader into their contemporary world which

reflects the attitudes and social mores of the time. Females certainly do have a place in

these stories, but that place is circumscribed by the need for them to play a role which

does not allow them to infringe on that of the hero, other than to cause an occasional

wobble of his British "stiff upper lip".

John Lymington (the name under which John Chance wrote science fiction) has

been writing fantasy and science fiction for many years, and his work has been made into

teleplays by the BBC, notably The Night of the Big Heat, which was produced for

television in the sixties during a period of popular sf productions, following the success

of The Quatermass Experiment in the late fifties. All these programs reflected the

"Britishness" of the writers' intention — even the Dr Who series has an Anglophile from

the far-removed planet of Gallifray, as its main character. Lymington keeps strongly

within this tradition, giving his stones the weight of credibility through the slightly

humdrum background he provides for startling action. Douglas Adams, who will be

discussed in a later chapter, has successfully used this same technique to create hilarious

situations in his Hitchhiker series, while Lymington tells his readers "this could be

happening now to us". Because of this, Lymington tends to develop his characters in

ways far different from those of many sf writers, owing to the very nature of their work.

Sf requires that the characters are not just the people around whom the story revolves, but

also frequently the vehicles for astounding events, which can have a restricting effect on

character development where action is the main aim of the story. This is not the case in
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Lymington's work, which is such that he can produce a character like Jo (The

Sleepeaters, 1963) who is taken from being a wayward 17 year old, to becoming the only

woman left alive on the earth – for the last few days left to mankind. This story of

genocide by an alien force which is never even seen by humans, incorporates the themes

of madness, bureaucracy, and the fear of ridicule, together with the despair of frustration

and inevitability of the anti-climactic end. Perhaps it is not one of Lymington's best

plots, but he does manage to make a strong statement against the power contained in the

hands of a few (often unsuitable) people and the horror of the nature of that power when

it is in the form of bacteriological warfare. Certainly with the story being recounted as a

memoir in the first person, there is an immediacy to the action and the reader is exposed

to the full brunt of the problems experienced by the protagonists. Unfortunately, just as

one's faith in human nature is being restored, the world becomes devoid of humanity.

Probably Lymington comes more into his own as a writer of the type of sf which

introduces monsters and nasty things that go bump in the night as in The Coming of the

Strangers (1971) – he also brings human feelings and sacrifices into this story. As

Lymington's writing flourished in the sixties, his books amply reflect the attitudes and

mores prevailing in Britain at the time, especially with regard to women. Lymington's

women are frequently clinging vines, would-be housewives, amazingly attractive (even

in advanced years) and tend to epitomize the advertising stereotype of the era. This

appears to be where Lymington's exposition of relationships breaks down for the modern

reader, as it is difficult to empathize with attitudes which were beginning to wear thin

even at the time he was writing about them. Some of his romantic prose is worthy of a

Barbara Cartland novel and perhaps this is where his earlier stories most lack credibility

for today's reader. An example of the rather "tacky' scenes Lymington stages between

his romantic protagonists is this one from The Coining of the Strangers, where John

Sebastian is trying to convince Laura Benson that he is a "bad lot":

He looked at her and it felt as if his heart was being wrenched out of him,
slowly, with infinite cruelty. But there seemed only one thing to say — for the present . . .

"Laura," he said, as she straightened, "I don' t want you to find out anything.
I've got to break this up. God knows how much I love you, and it is because of that we
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must break up. Don't try me too far, Laura. You know how weak I am. Just believe me.
It's got to break — "

She put her arms round him suddenly and held him to her closely.

"I'm Laura," she said, in a half whispering little voice. "Remember me? My
eyes, my lips, my shoulders, my breasts, my tummy, my thighs, right down to my toes.
Remember me? And every tiny bit loves you, loves you, loves you, and won't let you
go. I don't care what's behind you. I want you, now and always. Kiss me, John. Kiss
me and remember me all over again." (p. 26)

However, Lymington's fast, exciting tale-telling usually makes up for the

problems encountered in characterization, combining the extra-terrestrial with the

commonplace earthbound happenings in such a way as to provide an entertaining, and

not too shallow, look at the confrontation between humans and aliens. His approaches

towards scene-setting and characterization are a constant reminder of the essential

Britishness of his work. This is even more apparent in his books Starseed on Eyemoor

(1977) and The Waking of the Stone (1978), which reveal a fine interest in the legends

accompanying many of the prehistoric relics which abound in the British Isles. Starseed

on Eyemoor concentrates on the myths surrounding stone circles on Bodmin Moor, and

includes in its repertoire of story spices: an Indian Djinn, a sexually precocious teenage

girl, and sexual "goings on" between the local "squire" and the innkeeper's wife. The

story culminates in the release from the Earth's gravity of a small part of its crust (that

surrounded by the stones), which turns into a mind-boggling scene paralleling some

drug-induced dream state:

She pointed down . . . There was nothing below but space and stars, stars
moving against each other like balls in a moving pool of blackness, floating at different
depths, some a few million miles below me, others billions of miles beyond them going
into a depth so great that I backed against the door jamb, suddenly terrified of the fall.
(pp 70/71)

Here, Lymintgon's writing has produced a scene akin to Aldous Huxley's experiences

with hallucinogens described in The Doors of Perception (1954), a disturbing motif

which is continued throughout the novel as it confronts the reader with nightmarish

scenes and distorted reality.

The book carries more weight being written in the first person as it produced a

convincing eyewitness account of the strange happenings at Highmoor. These events

climax in the accusation made at Waring, by Sir William MacLain, that he has thrown
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away the medium that would have allowed the integration between aliens and humans.

Aliens that resemble creatures from a drug-induced "trip":

I looked up. They were all around me grown huge and tall, gathering round me
like waving poplars moving against the puffball stars. They seemed to have arms and
skeleton hands clawing at me like figures in a weird dance. . . at last I saw a kind of face
under the hoods. A glowing smear of pear-shaped eyelids but no eyes inside. There
were mouths like funnels, as if set in some kind of monstrous howl, and yet throughout
there was no sound. (p 180)

In this book Lymington has neatly answered some of the questions arising from

all those who are intrigued by the reasons for the ancients' building the stone circles of

which more than nine hundred exist in the British Isles (Krupp, 1984, 39). Archeologists

are certain that these megalithic monuments have an astronomical significance (1984, 40)

and the ancient legends accompanying some of these sites have been dusted off and

given a new coating of modern interpretation by a very modern society whose mores are

strongly concerned with gratification of the flesh. A prevailing theme in Lymington's

writing is that of the "Earth Motherliness" of women, and this book carries a strong

sexual element – fortunately not the rather turgid prose of The Coining of the Strangers,

but which can be illustrated in a fairly humorous passage dealing with Lucy's adultery

with Waring in the back of a station wagon. The vehicle is parked where it prevents a

farmer from moving his tractor. Local colour is added with the farmer's dry comment:

"I reckon she'm serviced by now, mister because I wants to get me tractor through the

bloody gate" (p 104). The highly sophisticated attitude towards sex throughout the book,

plus the constant allusions to food, oversexed adolescent girls and pregnant women, give

the book a strong earthy flavour. Lymington's writing appears to have progressed to

more overt sexuality from his earlier works, presumably following the uprising of the

sexual revolution with its more open attitudes towards sex.

For The Waking of the Stone, Lymington has set his story in Cornwall again, but

this time the force behind the action is provided by a single large, black rock, the

foundation of a family legend some three hundred years old. As an appropriate

introduction to his story, he begins in 1643 with the appearance of the strange stone at

Trelynn where young Josiah Baswell sits one hot day and makes a wish which changes
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his fortunes to the extent that he is able to build a farmhouse on the land around the rock.

Over the centuries, the Stone gathers a reputation locally as a wishing stone, which gives

it great appeal to John Baswell, the narrator, who recounts the story as an episode from

his youth. Once again the advantage of having a first person account is apparent as the

immediacy of the experiences of John and his three young friends are brought to life.

The story concerns John, his schoolfriend Raven and his sister Liss, and Angie, the

daughter of the local doctor. This is another bonus as Lymington has managed to bring

some of the childhood freshness of experience into his story with great success. Even so,

this is not a tale for children, but of children, whose experiences with the Wishing Stone

are frequently disturbing and difficult for them to deal with.

Probably the most traumatic time for John was his first encounter with the

Stone's powers when he wished that his nurse, Tilly, would die because she was

unsympathetic when he made himself sick. All the terror and horror of being alone that a

small child suffers is faithfully reproduced in the passage describing John's dream that

night (pp 16, 17). His experience then is a lesson both in life and in what the Stone is

capable of. He goes on to relate how the Stone begins to wake shortly after he is ten

years old. John introduces Angie, a young friend, to the power of the Stone at this time

and also to his own sexual awakening in which Angie, with her precocious knowledge of

the human body obtained from her father's books, plays an important part. However, the

power of the Stone is always uppermost in the children's minds and, when Raven and

Liss come to stay, the adventures they have are worthy of an Enid Blyton "Famous Five"

mystery – apart from Lymington's frequent sexual allusions to the children's growing up.

In this respect a great deal of humour lies in John's embarrassed father's attempting to

tell him the facts of life, but even this is turned into a frightening memory of the

children's last encounter with the Stone as the star that followed them out appears in the

sky then dives into his father's head. The star is an ever-present reminder of the force of

the Stone and John's grandfather, Norton Baswell, warns the children about allowing

themselves to become overpowered by the Stone. Norton has had several conversations

with Josiah's "ghost" from whom he learned that the Stone was an arrow-shaped
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meteorite which struck so far down into the earth that a gallery running off a 1600ft

shaft, sunk in a copper mine from which Josiah had made his fortune, was obstructed by

the Stone. The meteorite is inhabited by creatures living in the layers which compose the

rock. Time runs differently in the Stone which is why Josiah is still alive, but time also

goes forwards and backwards at will. The Stone appears to be growing as the barn wall,

of which it has been made a part, has to be moved because of cracking caused by upward

movement of the Stone. The children's experiences with the Stone begin when they all

join hands, the ones on each end touching the Stone.

Lymington again introduces an hallucinogenic aspect as the children experience a

flying sensation and find themselves floating above the ocean on one occasion and on

another in a strange desert with a red sky above and a dead river below. Josiah Baswell

then appears to them — he is not a ghost — he never died, but disappeared into the Stone

one day three centuries before. Norton tells the children that Josiah says the Stone is part

of a planet which fragmented and spread throughout the galaxy. The beings living within

the Stone are dying; they lost the knowledge of how to procreate and the part of their

planet which housed their reproductive hospitals is in another fragment of the planet.

Josiah was a godsend to them as he partly compensated for their lack of reproductive

knowledge, but the physical act the beings had long ago dispensed with in their search

for a higher meaning to everything is still repellent to them. Now it seems the Stone

requires new blood as Josiah is becoming old, even in the Stone, and the tacit statement

is there that the children are its intended new guests. The constant allusions to childhood

beliefs continue as by wishing one can shrink to a microscopic size and enter the Stone

through a fissure. From the outside Angie and John had spent many hours watching the

tiny sparks moving inside the dark Stone, but with their new effort to use the power of

the Stone they release a star which follows them out of the Stone and terrifies them as it

disappears into people's heads and reappears without their being aware of it.

The story climaxes with a party Norton holds for his theatrical friends who all

disappear, apparently into the Stone. Angie wishes to go where they are, but while

Raven is in the village, Liss and John think she has gone into the Stone and so wish to
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enter it. They experience the red skied desert then, falling through a decaying building,

find themselves in front of the Trelynn farmhouse, which is now in a state of disrepair.

Inside is an old man who tells them the Stone is really a psychic amplifier. Further

information on the existence of the Stone comes to light as John and Liss talk to the old

man in the crumbling wreck of Trelynn. He informs them the Stone is a "mind point"

which was accidentally discovered by someone who wished to travel, but the planet had

already been poisoned by people trying to devise a way of escaping it. The situation here

seems analogous to our own problems with pollution and Lymington reflects the

dawning concern of Earth's citizens for our own planet as the seventies drew to a close.

The old man turns into a mass of insects from which John and Liss flee, jumping into a

chasm which has just opened ahead of them. They find themselves on the barn floor

with the farm Manager, Sam, lamenting the fact he has split the Stone with a wagon

wheel. The missing guests and Angie turn up after a disorienting experience on the

moors — they wished they could be in a place where there was no need for greasepaint

and pretence, and John returns to London as his grandmother dies.

Angie always thought the Stone was buried so deep in the Earth that it could

wriggle and split it in two. Her feeling may come true as, years later, John returns to the

now dilapidated farm where a great crack has caused all the old mine workings from

which Josiah first made his money to cave in. Also there is a group of concerned

scientists investigating a long crack which is stretching 14 miles out into the ocean.

Lymington loves to leave his readers in an uncomfortable state after providing them with

what can often be an entirely satisfactory ending. It is this technique which helps to lift

his stories above the rest and make them memorable.

It seems that John Lymington has set a trend towards incorporating ancient

legends into his works, a trend picked up by Nigel Kneale in the Quatermass series, and

one used frequently by Alan Garner in his books for young people. This reliance on the

ancient stories of the past forming what Northrop Frye called the "mythos", has a

profound effect on the work of such writers, because, as a rule, it links the ancient past,
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the view of which is often fictional, with a fairly immediate future which also is

obviously only a "guesstimate" of what will really happen.

Alan Garner, who writes mainly for young people and children, has frequently

utilized the ancient legends which persist in various districts of Britain, populating his

stories with snippets from many Norse and Celtic myths. Notably his stories of The

Weirdstone of Brisingamen (1960) and The Owl Service (1967) incorporate local legends

transporting his readers into a world which is a mélange of ancient legend and familiar

pedestrian modern happenings, frequently seen through the eyes of an early adolescent

whose impressionability still retains much of the child's wonder and acceptance of the

world. Garner chooses his settings from various areas of the British Isles and succeeds in

creating an authenticity in his scenes and characters which proclaims their attachment to

their British heritage. Garner is an excellent writer whose love of British folk tales and

legends comes through in his writing; the modern interpretation of these stories makes

them fascinating, endowing them with a freshness that the contemporary reader can fully

enjoy. To date Garner has only written one novel which can be classified as sf, Red Shift

(1973), but his writing reveals a timelessness which he creates by making past legends

live and constructing the present and future from a past which has never existed except in

the minds of those who see more in their everyday surroundings than exists for the

unenlightened eye.

In his first book, The Weirdstone of Brisingamen, Garner has written a

Tolkinesque tale set among the potholes and mineworkings of Alderley Edge in

Cheshire, the village where Garner was born and still lives (1981, 11). The story is

written for children and told at a fast pace. Garner expressed an intention to make every

page contain "something which is pure excitement and horror, giving the story the tempo

of a thriller " (1981, 13). Garner's grandfather told him the story of "The Wizard of

Alderley Edge" (1981, 23) which is an account of a local farmer who met a wizard and

sold him his white mare for as much treasure as he could carry away with him. The

horse completed the stable required for the 140 knights sleeping an enchanted sleep

under the Edge, who await the time they will be required to fight against the evil of
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Nastrond who will one day try to conquer the human race. The knights do not age in

their sleep and are protected by magic, sealed in Firefrost, the weirdstone of

Brisingamen. Against this legend Garner has manufactured a tale of terror and

excitement well-suited to•younger readers. He has used this same technique for The Owl

Service which is set in Wales. It is a poignant story taken from The Mabinogion, which

contains the Welsh legend of Lleu Llaw Gyffes whose mother has prevented him from

marrying a human woman. Together with Lleu Llaw's father, Gwydion and Math, two

sorcerers, create a woman, Blodeuwedd, from the flowers of meadowsweet, broom and

oak so that Lleu Llaw may wed. Blodeuwedd does not conform to her makers' wishes,

falling in love with Gronw Pebyr, whom she persuades to kill Lleu. Gronw fails and

Blodeuwedd is turned into an owl by Gwydion. As Neil Phillip writes in his critique of

Garner's work: "Lack of knowledge of Garner's source is no impediment to the

enjoyment of the book . . . It may even be detrimental to a first reading . . . " (1981, 70).

Even so, the reader is strongly moved to read The Mabinogion, as this book is presented

as an integral part of Garner's story. In this respect, the incorporation of an actual folk

tale into his story makes Garner's work more interesting than Lymington's whose

legends tend to be vague mixtures of local lore forming fictitious myths which cannot be

followed up, and so lack the historical "feel" of Garner's work. However, for his novel

Red Shift Garner has used a human artifact rather than a legend as the keystone to his

story.

Much controversy has raged about the suitability of Garner's Red Shift for

inclusion on the children's book list (1981, 87). It certainly falls well out of the normal

range for young people's novels and it would also be hard to find its counterpart in an

adult novel. It is written almost entirely in dialogue and is really three stories in one

concerning the relationship between three young couples at different times in the history

of Britain; more precisely, in an area of Cheshire bounded by Crewe, Barthomley, Mow

Cop and Rudheath. The book does not put a particular emphasis on any one story,

although the reader is probably affected by primacy and familiarity in that the book

opens in the seventies with Tom and Jan carving their way through each other's lives and
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attempting to come to terms with the parting that Jan's parents' removal down to London

has caused. All the stories in this book reflect the alienation and isolation encountered

by those who are "different"; they are all centred around a love affair. Tom is different

because of his intelligence and the fits of rage and incoherence he is subject to. His life

is not helped in that he shares a caravan with his father, a sergeant-major in the army and

his mother who has prudish moral attitudes. Jan's house, "The Limes" has been Tom's

sanctuary for study which he will lose along with her continued presence. They arrange

to meet once a month on Crewe railway station and their days together roaming around

the city take them to the village of Barthomley and to a derelict cottage on Mow Cop.

The way they find Barthomley is described as a journey through time which, in a way, it

is:

"This is better," said Jan. They had crossed a railway bridge on to a piece of
quiet land between houses. . . "There's a way through."

The path ran down to another street, but facing them was a break in the terraces.
Two gables almost touched. . . There was room to pass, and beyond they came to an open
square, backed by houses. . . From the square the path continued, cobbled, and
overgrown by hedges that met in a tunnel arch. . . The path dropped steeply through
silence to a bridge across a river, rising beyond. Each time it met a road, there was a
way, beckoning further, along gunnels and entries. . . (page 68)

In the cottage they discover the stone axe head, Jan's "Bunty" and its presence in their

lives seals the fate of their relationship because of Tom's failure to appreciate the store

Jan puts upon what is to him merely a wonderfully preserved artifact — a votive axe

which he later discovers from his conversations with the Rector of Barthomley.

The young people in the second century AD, Macey and an unnamed tribal girl,

meet through violence: the girl is violated by the remnants of "the Ninth" presumably a

Roman regiment, whose leader, Logan, decides they must "go tribal" in order to survive

until their comrades can join them, if they are still alive. Garner chose these names for

the Ninth from a picture of the My Lai massacre in Viet Nam in which three men are

dragging the body of a comrade; the names in the caption were Logan, Magoo and

Macey (1981, 94). Macey is subject to fits of extreme violence and Logan knows how to

bring on a fit to use Macey as a berserk weapon. Having destroyed the girl's village and

killed all its inhabitants, the Ninth find winter quarters on Mow Cop where millstones are
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quarried. The site is sacred and the girl tells them they will die. She sees Macey's

illness as a possession by a god. She is his comforter as he is hers. Logan is responsible

for killing Magoo, but he and Face, another renegade legionary, are ritually killed by the

Cats a tribe for whom the girl is a goddess, and who see her violation as sacrilege.

Macey found a stone axe head while the Ninth were still semi-operational, which he sees

as a sacred object; he buries the axe at the millstone site as an appropriate offering and

its survival for Thomas Rowley to find in 1643 once more connects the three couples.

Thomas Rowley does not immediately recognize the intrinsic wonder of the axe –

only that it is lucky – a thunderstone. He wants to smash it to share the good luck, but

his wife, Margery, wants it intact and wraps it in her red petticoat dyed with alder. The

1643 incident is based on an historical event during Cromwell's time and Garner has

again used the names of people known to have been involved in the massacre (1981,

95:96). Thomas is a man plagued by fits when he sees ". . . colours: all them blues and

whites: and sounds" (p. 77), but he has won the heart of his wife from another Thomas –

Venables. Venables is one of the soldiers who pillages the village whilst the people seek

sanctuary in the church of Barthomley thinking the raiders are the Irish. Thomas Rowley

has a fit on the ramparts of the church tower where he is doing lookout duty when he

sees Venables dressed in his clothes and, unable to tell the villagers that some of the men

at least are royalists, he fires a musket shot. This incenses the soldiers and they set upon

the church, firing the tower where the people make their last stand. The people are

smoked out, stripped, the women raped and the men killed. Venables runs his sword

through Thomas, intentionally not killing him, and then takes Margery, whom he has

ostensibly claimed for himself, and a mule bearing the unconscious Thomas away. They

find temporary sanctuary at Rudheath, but Venables advises them to go and live at Mow

Cop where his mother will aid them. The ruins of the cottage where Tom and Jan

discover the Bunty in the chimney attest to their survival and continued relationship.

Garner's use of twentieth-century idiom in each of the time sequences prevents

any linguistic strangeness from giving the reader any perception that the time is not the

present. The power of this technique is most obvious in his use of the Viet Nam
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vernacular for the soldiers of "the Ninth" which brings their war into the present day

although it was fought nearly 2,000 years ago. It is only the immediate events and their

backgrounds which give the clue that two of the stories are set in the past. Each era

relies greatly on the then current technology – the millstones of Mow Cop from which

the Cat goddess grinds flour and the scarce metal swords, the swords and muskets of the

Civil War period and the cassette player, television, intercity rail service with the M6

service centre and motor traffic serving the modern day couple and bringing them

together or taking them apart.

The image of blue-silver comes to the two earlier men in their fits, Macey

especially is aware of things beyond his understanding and actually experiences some of

Thomas' and Tom's traumas – the church at Barthomley and the tower on Mow Cop.

Tom and Jan ride the blue and silver train and because of the train he discovers that Jan

deliberately lost her virginity to a friend of her parents, a German wine-grower. Tom is

overly introspective, deliberately alienating and unable to come to terms with himself

and his life. For Tom the blue and silver train is always taking Jan away from him and

he tells her he needs a red shift:

"I know things, and feel things, but the wrong way round. That's me: all the
right answers at none of the right times. I see and can't understand. I need to adjust my
spectrum, pull myself away from the blue end. I could do with a red shift. Galaxies and
Rectors have them. Why not me?" (p. 128)

perhaps to counteract the images of cold and his blues, although the red shift is created

through an object moving away from the observer at a great speed*. Although the other

Thomases (Macey is a diminutive of Thomas [1981, 89]) arc isolated from their societies

by their illness, it is not until the twentieth century that Tom can, with his academic

knowledge, express this isolation in such a powerful image – that of everything moving

The significance of the galactic red shift, as it is now known, is easily understood by analogy with
sound waves. It is a familiar phenomenon that the pitch of a whistle or horn from a rapidly
moving train or motor car is distinctly higher when the vehicle is approaching than when it is
receding; the sudden drop in pitch when it passes can be very noticeable. The explanation for this
effect is that the approaching vehicle compresses the sound waves before it, causing the
wavelength to contract and the frequency to rise, and when it recedes the opposite occurs with the
waves becoming stretched out. A similar effect can occur with light waves; when a light source
such as a star approaches, there is a shift in the colour towards the blue end of the spectrum,
whereas a receding light source produces a red shift. (Davies 1978, 20)
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away from him at great speed. The earlier men probably found a life with their women –

there is nothing to suggest otherwise, but Tom's extreme intelligence and his

comprehensive literary knowledge, are the downfall of the Jan-Tom relationship. The

women are all put on a pedestal by the men – Macey's girl is actually a corn goddess, but

all are flawed because they are human. The one perfect thing that has survived 3,500

years is the Stone Age axe head and Tom loses Jan because he can not understand its

value to her. In the last scene on Mow Cop when all three stories fuse into one and the

layers of history merge together like a cake, for all these stories are happening in a

present, not on the normal time continuum, Tom is rendered inarticulate by his feelings

and all he can do is quote the words of others – he ceases to be himself when Jan tells

him of her betrayal of their relationship to her psychiatrist parents, with his problems and

their love for each other now being no more than one of their "cases". The alienation is

complete and their parting words "See you," "See you," have a finality in contrast to

their previous partings where they always said "Hello".

These works by Garner embody the spirit of British life where the past has so

much influence on the present and where the future will also be shaped by the thousands

of years of history which have made the British what they are today. This harking back

to legendary times gives a distinctive flavour to British novels and is often incorporated

in strongly sexual imagery, especially in the case of Lymington where his females are

very much of the "Earth Mother" cast and arouse an atavistic response in the male heroes

of his stories. Much the same can be said of Michael Bentine who also uses this imagery

in Lords of the Levels (1986). However, the relationship between Romola Kobrak and

the main character of Dr Daniel Fortune, Professor of Parapsychology at Wessex

University, who is probably of a similar age to Bentine, tends towards the personal

longing for regained youth which coloured and almost ruined Robert Heinlein's later

works. In spite of this, as with Heinlein, Bentine's story is so well written that the

apparent hankerings after youth of the aging author do not detract from the interest. In

fact in Bentine's book, the age of Daniel Fortune adds to the overall tension as the reader

is kept wondering whether his aging bones will withstand the next onslaught one is sure
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will be looming in the forthcoming chapters. This is an unusual story set in the Romney

Marshes area of the South East corner of England. The other main protagonists are an

Irish/American Indian, Robert Whiterivers, and a Hungarian-Jewish psychologist,

Romola Kobrak, both lecturers in parapsychology in Fortune's faculty. These three

people pit their psychic talents against a force of evil which threatens the peaceful Marsh,

and is personified in Lord Arnold Marsden, one of the Companions of Chaos. The

Companions of Chaos are a group of satanists who have been terrorizing the Marsh by

employing motor cycle gangs to carry out acts of vandalism, desecrating churchyards and

performing ritual killings of animals with rumours of a possible human sacrifice. There

is an underlying theme of evil dealing with hard drugs and black magic, all trying to

counter the good of the Marsh which has been perpetuated by the Tolsford family, the

Lords of the Levels. The Marsh is protected from the influx of the sea by a great wall

and the Lords of the Levels were the traditional bailiffs of the Marsh until the County

Council took over in modern times. The evil at first appears to be connected with the

new nuclear reactor sited at Dungeness.

Bentine's book has a great "Englishness" about it from the ancient family

traditions it embraces, the paganism of the "daytime Christians" of the Marsh folk, to the

quotations from Kipling – the shared love of Fortune and his lifelong friend, Sir Edward

Tolsford, last of the Lords of the Levels. The subtle contrasts of Whiterivers' and

Kobrak's genealogy contributes to the English effect as does the mention of Nazi war

criminals in conjunction with the evil spell cast over the Marsh.

The final author to be discussed in this chapter, John Wyndham, tends to develop

the more sensible down-to-earth features in his characters and settings as his taste as a

writer seems to centre upon telling his story in a direct and forthright manner,

unencumbered by unnecessary emotion and yet reflecting genuine feeling in his

protagonists' lives. Wyndham's novels have been made into films and television

productions which suggests his ability to produce realistic settings and characters. The

lives of Wyndham's characters reflect the English way of life, and help to establish a

sound basis for his fantastic extrapolations of what could happen given the extraordinary
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circumstances he conjures up for his audience. Wyndham was born John Wyndham

Parkes Lucas Beynon Harris and he has also been published as John Beynon and Lucas

Parkes. Because of film and television publicity, he is probably best known as John

Wyndham and when writing under this name his favourite subject appears to be invasion

from outer space. The two books examined here, The Day of the Triffids (1951) and Me

Midwich Cuckoos (1957), both look at the catastrophe which occurs when humans are

threatened with subservience to another species, but in very different ways. The Day of

the Triads presents a clearly defined aggressive enemy in a scenario in which Earth

becomes a battlefield and humans exploit and fight each other as well as their common

enemy. The Midwich Cuckoos presents a more subtle enemy, but reveals a concentrated

violence which is rarely met in everyday life, although Wyndham's novels suggest that

this force and need to conquer is constantly present in each human individual.

In his first book, The Day of the Triffids , written at the beginning of the fifties,

Wyndham sets his tale in a world already used to triffids, a plant form described as

having a straight stem growing up from a woody bole with three sticks growing up

beside the stem. The foliage is in the form of short sprays of leathery green leaves and at

the top of the stem is a conical cup containing a sticky substance attractive to insects and

a coiled-up sting capable of killing a grown man if enough of its poison contacts his skin.

The narrator speculates that the plant is the product of human genetic meddling and its

seeds were scattered when a plane carrying a box of stolen fertilized seeds was exploded

in mid-air. When some of the seeds which landed in populated areas mature, it is

discovered that triffids are capable of moving using their three stick-like protuberances to

propel them in a shaky three-legged motion.

The story is narrated by Bill Masen, a biologist involved in a triffid plantation on

the Isle of Wight, who chose this career because of his near-fatal encounter with the

triffid growing in his backyard when he was a child. The novel begins with Bill waking

up in a hospital bed where he is recovering from an eye operation. There is a strange

silence about the place and, unable to obtain any answer to his persistent ringing, Bill

takes off the bandages which were due to be removed that day and discovers that
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everyone in the hospital is affected by blindness. On leaving the hospital he finds that

most of the population is also affected by blindness and that the few sighted people are

attepting to help their blind compatriots. The previous night a huge shower of green

meteorites had appeared in the sky and Bill's nurse had described them to him.

However, the shower has caused blindness in all who had witnessed it, leaving them

helpless and potential victims of the wandering bands of triffids. Bill rescues Josella

Playton from the clutches of a blind bully who is using her to find food and beating her

into submission. Together they make plans to find a safe haven in a farmhouse owned by

one of Josella's friends. From then on the pair encounter many groups of people trying to

build communities where the sighted are endeavouring to help the blind to survive. They

become separated when the university group which they have joined is raided, but each

knows their intended goal and they are eventually reunited.

Wyndham's plot includes the threat of a dysentery-like plague, the danger from

gangs of people formed into armies intent on military dominance of a helpless

population, interspersed with tales of individual human suffering, triumph and evil.

Above all the humans have a common enemy, the triffids, and their fight for survival and

continued domination of the planet is one which continues at the end of the book. This

story has no neatly finished end, although it stops with a feeling of optimism in spite of

The Day of the Triffids being a book about the end of "civilization as we know it".

Wyndham develops the characters of Josella and Bill as a couple of young middle-class

people who manage to come to terms with the fact that they must fight to survive, even if

their enemy is sometimes human, rather than vegetable.

In The Day of the Triffids Wyndham has taken an ironic stance by showing

humans farming triffids for the excellent vitimized oil they produce and controlling them

by means of specially developed weapons which decapitate them, rendering them

powerless. When the meteorite shower makes most humans blind, the triffid's human

enemy has lost much of its puissance and blind humans are hunted and eaten by the

carnivorous plants. Wyndham's settings for this book have a terrible familiarity to them.

When Bill and Josella break into the flat where they spend their first night together, the
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building reflects the aspirations of the people who are able to afford the luxury

accommodation. Bill's witnessing of their neighbours' double suicide as he leaves the

apartment to scavenge for food is a reminder of the hopelessness now felt by those who

had aspired to such a comfortable future as the world of contemporary humans is

destroyed for ever. David Williams (1980) applauds Wyndham's penchant for keeping

his stories close to the bounds of Earth and this, together with the quality of genuineness

emanating from his characters, makes Wyndham's writing a constant source of pleasure

at every reading.

For The Midwich Cuckoos Wyndham has set his novel in a small community

which has allowed for greater scope in character development than The Day of the

Triffids which relies greatly on its action to give insight into its characters. Again the

book is narrated in the first person, giving it the quality of an eye-witness account and

allowing the narrator's normal life to colour the way he views the events in Midwich,

which simply adds to the reality of the situation. However, the narrator, Richard

Gayford, is mostly an observer and the character who shows the most development and

who becomes the hero the of novel is Gordon Zellaby.

The Midwich Cuckoos was filmed as The Village of the Damned (1960), and

much of its action translated well to the screen because of its setting and characters.

Wyndham takes a small village with its inhabitants neatly disposed into a normal

hierarchy for such an English community and lands a flying saucer into its midst. The

villagers sleep for more than twenty-four hours because of some unidentified agent

which appears to have been introduced into the atmosphere by the alien vehicle in a

hemisphere surrounding the village. The military and police forces are naturally alerted

to this but cannot explain the phenomenon. When the villagers awaken several deaths

have occurred from exposure, but otherwise things seem to return to normal with the

period being referred to as the "Dayout". A few weeks later the local doctor, Willers,

realizes that something is amiss when he is inundated with pregnant female patients.

Some of the women are unmarried and for many their pregnancy seems to have been an

immaculate conception. In this area Wyndham has ably reproduced the attitudes and
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emotions of a community in the 1950s whose women have in some unknown way been

impregnated. Community support for the women is rallied and there is a decision to

keep the pregnancies quiet so that few people even in the surrounding villages have any

inkling of what is occurring in Midwich. When the babies are born all appear normal

and healthy with only their strange golden eyes setting them apart from ordinary babies.

A few weeks later, those mothers who have had to move away from Midwich for various

reasons find themselves compelled to return. Shortly after this some of the mothers who

had been employed by the government on research at the Grange, dump their babies on

the community as they feel they have been used as host mothers and refuse to accept the

children. The government steps in and the Grange is reassigned as a special school to

cater to the children. Gordon Zcllaby, a local writer, discovers that when an individual

boy is shown how something works all the boys are immediately able to make it work.

This phenomenon also applies to the girls. The Children, (with a capitalized initial letter)

as they become known, can absorb knowledge in this way so that classes are structured

with only one boy and one girl attending for each subject. This state of affairs continues

until the Children are nine years old, although in development and appearance they

would pass for teenagers. At that time one of the local boys is killed by the Children

willing him to run his car into a wall because he accidentally ran into one of the boys

causing him a minor injury. At the same time Richard Gayford and his wife, Janet, visit

the village after living in Canada, and they learn through Richard's ex-army friend

Colonel Bernard Westcott, who now works for Military Intelligence, that there have been

other communities affected like Midwich. One, an Eskimo settlement, exposed all its

babies as soon as they were born, while at another in the Northern Territory of Australia,

all the babies died shortly after birth. Two Dayouts occurred behind the Iron Curtain;

the superstitions of a settlement in the Irkutsk region saw both mothers and babies perish,

but the other community at Gizhinsk, allowed its children to grow. As they grew and

developed the authorities realized the children had become a threat to humanity and the

Eastern Army tested a new atomic cannon on the town, destroying everyone and

everything in the area. This act is known to the Children who make demands to be
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allowed to leave and go to a place of safety where they can mature into a nation of super-

beings. There seems no way of effectively stopping the Children but Zellaby, who has

an illness which will kill him in a matter of weeks or months, takes matters into his own

hands. He is a trusted , and liked teacher at the Grange and using the Children's

confidence in him, he arranges a film show for them at the Grange and fills his

equipment cases with explosives which he detonates, destroying himself along with all

the Children.

In a letter to his wife, Angela, Zellaby's last words, "If you want to keep alive in

the jungle, you must live as the jungle does . . . ." (p. 239) remain as a grim epitaph to

this fascinating book. Wyndham has posited a situation where humanity is threatened

from within by babies, creatures normally cherished and cared for by humans. The idea

of a cuckoo in the nest is Zellaby's and he has to fight outraged public opinion before his

views are reluctantly accepted. Throughout all the action Richard Gayford and his wife

Janet remain as observers who are close enough to their neighbours to appreciate their

plight, but because they missed the Dayout by being in London their lives are not

complicated by a golden-eyed baby. The Zellaby's also escape becoming host parents as

it appears Angela was already pregnant when the Dayout occurred. These people,

together with certain local officials and government agencies, succeed in handling the

situation at Midwich to the extent that no-one in the press or the surrounding area is

aware of the truth. To some extent this makes the book even more horrifying as it

suggests that such situations might occur without the rest of the world ever being aware,

thus creating a very apprehensive atmosphere as the story evolves. Zellaby's extreme

action at the end of the book reflects his reference to the law of the jungle and places

Wyndham's theory of how humanity would behave when confronted by the sort of threat

posed by smarter, more intelligent beings on centre stage.

These two novels by John Wyndham are both set in England. They were both

written in the 1950s and so reflect the contemporary social mores of the time. Both have

stereotypic females; the characters of the Misses Lamb and Latterly (The Midwich

Cuckoos) and that of Miss Durrent (The Day of the Triffids) faithfully reproduce the
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lingering prudery of the Victorian era. At the same time, a new breed of woman is

appearing in such characters as Angela Zellaby (The Midwich Cuckoos) and Josella

Masen (The Day of the Triffids), although they are still very much involved with the

home and child-rearing. In all the other characters there is a definite awareness of class

structure and the left-over mysticism from the Second World War which surrounds the

work at the Grange and Bernard Westcott's department. This same aura surrounds the

Isle of Wight project where Bill Masen had farmed triffids, which simply adds to the

carefully scripted action with which Wyndham shapes his books.

Although Wyndham, under the name John Beynon, has written sf set on Mars and

in space, his stories of invasion of Earth have an immediacy and realism which make a

far greater impact on the reader. Sam Moskowitz, writing on The Day of the Triffids ,

suggests that Wyndham' s writing only reflects the influence of H.G. Wells (1961, pp.

128-129) and indeed, the character of Zellaby bewails the fact that the invasion of

Midwich is not as straightforward and easily solved as Wells's Martians. These qualities

make Wyndham' s work extremely interesting as well as believable, as he creates

characters and settings which, with their very normalcy, offset the bizarreness of his

situations.

The novels discussed in this chapter have all been British in manner, style and

locale and allow the authors to exploit these commodities in providing a realistic

backdrop against which to place their extrapolations of technological change and human

endeavour. Of course, not all British authors choose Earth as their setting as evidenced

by such authors as Arthur C. Clarke and John Wyndham writing as John Beynon, and

Barrington J. Bayley, who chooses to set his novels far away from Earth and in a far

future, will be discussed in Chapter 4. In the next chapter several American sf authors

who prefer Earth as their major setting are discussed and, in some cases, there is a sharp

contrast in the way they handle their subject compared to their British counterparts.
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CHAPTER 3

The time when America was a frontier has influenced American literary history;

it is not accidental, therefore, that space, being yet another frontier, has had an enormous

attraction for Americans. Given this background, it is not surprising that America should

have provided the first ready market for science fiction writing and a demand which

enabled Hugo Gernsback to publish his magazine Science Wonder Stories in 1929

(Parrinder, 1979, p. 68). Following on from that it is understandable that American

approaches to science fiction will have had many differences from British approaches,

producing markedly different results. it is dangerous to make glib remarks about

national characteristics, since exceptions can always be found, much American science

fiction exemplifies value frameworks and responses which, rightly or wrongly, we have

come to look upon as "typically American". An ambience of restlessness, confidence,

pragmatism, and the belief that all problems are capable of solution pervades American

sf. Not that all American past and traditional writers are devoid of a sense of the past and

place; indeed many American writers have such feelings which they in part owe to the

British influence on their history. For example, Gregory Benford is one US writer who

has neatly captured the British sense of past and place. Benford's book Titnec cape

(1982), is about people who are involved in UK/US projects concerning pollution

synthesizing into living organisms which are fast destroying all life on the planet.

Briefly, the story is set in Cambridge, England in 1998 and La Jolla, California in

1962/3. Dr John Renfrew is participating in an experiment involving the generation of

tachyons*. The goal of the experiment is to change the past by aiming a tachyon beam,

containing a message, back to 1963, when it is known that an experiment using indium

Renfrew explains tachyons to Peterson:

"Well, we've got a large indium antimonide sample . . . . We hit it with high-energy ions. When
the ions strike the indium they give off tachyons. . . . Tachyons are particles that travel faster than
light . . . we draw out the tachyons and focus them into a beam. They have a particular energy and
spin, so they resonate only with indium nuclei in a strong magnetic field. . . . Tachyons have to
strike a nucleus in precisely the correct state of energy and spin before they lose any energy in the
process. They pass right through ordinary matter. . . we can shoot them across light years without
having them scattered out of their path." (p. 20)
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antimonide was being carried out. The message is beamed to Gordon Bernstein, the

scientist in charge of the 1963 experiment in La Jolla, and informs him of the dangers

inherent in combining certain chemicals and enzymes used in pesticides and fertilizers

which have only recently become apparent. Funding for the project in Cambridge is

controlled by the World Council whose representative, Peterson, is a constant thorn in

Renfrew's side. Because of the success of his experiment, Renfrew, in his turn, has

become a thorn in the side of Gordon Bernstein whose experiment is being ruined by the

tachyon interference. The strange, sometimes only fragmentary, messages intrigue the

scientist enough to make him follow up the details they contain and a moment occurs

when Bernstein announces his findings to the world, which alters the course of history.

However, the people in the 1998 who suffer the effects of the noxious chemical soup

which human beings have relied upon for some thirty years to create an abundance on the

planet, are still in their horrible predicament with poisonous rains and contaminated

vegetables blighting their lives; but now there is another 1998 where the effects of

Renfrew's message have prevented the catastrophe. Peterson knows the message got

through because he had Bernstein place an acknowledgment into a safe deposit box in a

nominated bank, in his name, which he collected. The story is one which is very topical

and it has an uncomfortably plausible ring of veracity. Gregory Benford's

characterization is excellent as he captures the subtle class consciousness of Renfrew, a

man born in Yorkshire with a local accent, fighting to overcome what he sees as a

disadvantage to his position because he sounds different to the "plum-in-the-mouth"

Peterson. He has also recreated the essence of England in his descriptive passages about

the very lovely countryside surrounding Cambridge, and has neatly contrasted this with

the balmy opulence of La Jolla with its wide palm tree-lined boulevards and sea breezes.

Having established the locus of his story in the Northern hemisphere, Benford, as an

American, demonstrates the comparative aspects of British and US scientific funding. In

Benford's novel the British have to deal with cronyism and bureaucratic restrictions

resulting from an impoverished state, while the Americans' apparent financial devotion

to the funding of the future makes the path of their scientists quicker and less tangled
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with red tape. The often subtle differences between academic life on either side of "the

pond" are also a feature of this novel and reflect the attitudes and approaches which

distinguish the two nations. Benford's view of British and American attitudes towards

technological development and the future opens the ground to an exploration of further

styles of writing generated by American authors which can be contrasted with those of

the British writers covered in the previous chapter.

Clifford D. Simak's gentle way of writing displays a compassionate attitude

towards people and the sense of a "home town" knowledge of people's lives, in sharp

contrast to the city-based harsh social attitudes distinguishing the novels of American

writers such as Effinger and Dick whose work will be discussed later. Granted in

Simak's Ring Around the Sun (1977) there is tension, dissatisfaction in the world, but he

suggests there may be other ways of reducing it closer to hand than mass migration to the

stars. The story develops slowly, almost making the reader ask: Is this going to be worth

reading? Many would feel the answer is an emphatic yes, for the rather vague

beginnings hold a surprise revelation: human mutation. Such a development is not so

surprising when one considers that this work was written in the early fifties when the

menace of atomic war warned of horrible mutation in the human body caused by

radioactive fallout from such a conflict. The horror of Hiroshima was less than ten years

old, the Cold War was in its early stages, and the possibility of nuclear holocaust cast its

shadow over world politics.

Simak's prediction that the Cold War would last some forty years has proved

true. However, present-day realization of how we are quickly exhausting the resources

of our planet with the appearance of holes in the ozone layer and the developing

greenhouse effect, has replaced the fear generated by the possible consequences of the

Cold War. Scott Sanders, (1979, p. 139) mentions the influence the Second World War

had on literature as it gave people a hard lesson in the power technology has to destroy,

with increasingly automated armies gaining the ability to deal out mechanized death at

arm's length. These images of the dark side of technology have found a particular place

in sf, colouring the way plots are formulated and being reflected in endings which give a
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hopeless projection for a human race bound to technological advancement. "Nuclear

Winter" has replaced "Cold War" as the phrase in vogue in discussion of the

international situation and the consequences of nuclear war. The world today has moved

away from the situation of diplomatic stalemate between two super powers which

followed WWII, and two generations have grown up with the knowledge that human

beings have the power to destroy the entire race, turning this planet into a radioactive

cinder within minutes. In spite of this, Simak's story is still compelling reading, even

though largely overtaken by history. Perhaps this is because it contains the suggestion of

romance, with a return to childhood wonderment as the glowing coloured lines of a top

are marvelled at. Simak also reminds his readers of the fresh innocence of a teenage

walk in an enchanted valley with a childhood sweetheart. These "grass roots" values

showing human emotion as it should be contrast sharply with the mob violence against

mutants, although Simak achieves a balance, leaving his readers cheered by the

knowledge that there is still a valid reason to put one's faith in human nature.

Simak's plot for Ring Around the Sun seems to have its roots in a feeling

prevalent during the early fifties that technology was something which might cause the

downfall of its creators, and he also relies on a favourite theme in fifties sf: the

possibility of human mutation. Following the holocaust of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and

the destructive powers of war machines created during the Second World War and in

Korea, these concepts make the novel topical. Brian Stableford (1979) suggests that

Simak represents ". . . modern man as a child playing with technological toys too

advanced for him, who has to be taken in hand by a kindly adult presence who will lead

him safely to a Rousseauesque Promised Land . . ." (p. 1797). This pattern of a

benevolent patriarch guiding the human race away from its problems of overcrowding

and reliance on an economy based on materials which arc being used up at an alarming

rate pervades Simak' s novel and underpins a plot which often relies on its areas of

fantasy for credibility, thus making it difficult for some readers to accept. Simak's book

reveals all at the end in a form not necessarily acceptable to some readers, who may feel

put upon by his somewhat disingenuous explanations. Jay Vickers is the main character
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and his gradual realization that there is something strange about him and the way life

happens to him forms the central core of the plot as he begins his discovery of self-

realization along with the knowledge that he is a mutant. The idea of a mutating human

race was popular in fifties sf following the discovery that radiation can cause genetic

mutations and Simak has utilized this knowledge in his novel as a basis to explain the

incredible events and changes which occur. Earth is becoming too overcrowded and the

people are starving; new products appear on the market which will never wear out or,

barring loss or accident, need replacing. Synthetic carbohydrates become available

totally free of charge to all in need; the Forever car which is guaranteed to last forever

and only requires fuel and new tyres is launched. All these items spell out ruin for

industry and Jay is thrust into this battle by his friend Ann Carter who introduces him to

George Crawford who leads the heads of world industry in an effort to quell the rising

tide of everlasting items which threaten to ruin world economy. Jay glances at part of a

newspaper article under the heading: More Worlds Than One, Says Savant.:

BOSTON, MASS. (AP) — There may be another earth just a second ahead of
us and another world a second behind that one and another world a second behind .. .
well, you get the idea.

A sort of continuous chain of worlds, one behind the other.

That is the theory of Dr Vincent Aldridge. . . . (p. 14)

Jay is then embroiled with Crawford and the industrialists' efforts to maintain an

economic status quo in the face of the flood of gadgets which leads him to be hunted

down as a criminal. Just as Jay is about to be lynched for the murder of a neighbour who

has disappeared, he rediscovers how to enter the next Earth by watching the spiral

patterns on a child's top disappear. He is then united with other mutants whose only

wish is for the good of the entire human race. He learns from them that all gifted

humans, including Crawford and the industrialists are mutants and by assembling them in

a room he shows them a film of a spiral pattern revolving on the screen. One by one the

men disappear into the next Earth, fulfilling the predictions of the newspaper story.

Having given the human race the limitless opportunities for growth which this offers, Jay

is reunited with his childhood sweetheart in a heart warming, if rather trite finale.
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Apart from Ring Around the Sun being an exercise in human values, it is also an

example of how the sf writer juggles with the question of time, but this is not the sort of

time travel as proposed by Wells in The Time Machine, Simak's version is time

fragmented, offering people other worlds moments away from this one, but untouched by

human life. Once more there is space to live in, no more will people have to cram

together side by side; people can return to the prospect of unlimited frontiers, a more

natural existence offering life as it used to be, but with the benefits of modern technical

developments.

In our throwaway society of the nineties, Simak's vision of the Forever car,

which can be willed to one's grandchildren who can, in turn, will it to their own

grandchildren, and razor blades and light bulbs which never need replacing barring

accident, still seem a long way from becoming everyday items. However, in our efforts

to conserve power and lessen the production of greenhouse gases, the last few years have

seen the marketing of light bulbs which will outlast conventional tungsten filament bulbs

by at least ten times, using almost ten times less energy to produce the same light

intensity. The human race may still have a long way to go before we can hope to

establish an economy where the concept of everlasting gadgetry is viable, let alone

technologically possible. Simak's concerns are circumscribed solely by a need to

conserve, he also generates a sense of time and place in this novel which tends to place it

firmly in the fifties era, even though the action is set in the seventies. This fact is

remarked upon by Harry Harrison in his introduction to the 1977 publication, although

he is quick to state that Simak's vision can withstand such problems and still draw his

readers into his work, provoking thought and providing first-class entertainment.

Simak's Ring Around the Sun places the year 1977 into an early fifties setting of

middle America — it could be nowhere else. This same ability to create a sense of place

is achieved by Ron L. Hubbard, even though his scene is set a thousand years in the

future. In line with many British writers, L. Ron Hubbard has used his home country

(the United States) as the principal setting for Battlefield Earth: A Saga of the Year 3000
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(1982) where he focuses on the technology (mostly stolen from other races) of a

conquering race, the Psychios, and develops it as the cornerstone of his story.

Hubbard's book is more than just a novel, it is an epic which, for all its length, is

a fast-paced, exciting tale with all the flavour of a novel from the "pulp" era of sf, in spite

of its recent publication. By his use of a devastated North American continent as the

initial setting for the novel, Hubbard begins by suggesting that the US is where all the

action will happen. So it does for a while, but Hubbard, having created in

Jonnie Goodboy Tyler an all-American boy-next-door football hero with a grasp of

technology similar to that of Fred Flintstone, does a complete voile face and allows the

American side of his heroes to atrophy. The mainstays of the "goodies" come from

Bonnie Scotland, Russia and China (even though, in the main, the "little yellow people"

put themselves entirely at the service of the big strong white men). Just to make sure that

America is no longer the country to have one's roots in, Jonnie Goodboy Tyler is

adopted by the Scots, becoming "the MacTyler". Having defined the good, Hubbard

paints a portrait of evil in the character of Brown Limper Staffor – "Senior Mayor

Planet". Staffor' s club foot, detestation of Jonnie, and ultimate corruption by the

Psychlo, Terl, cause his madness and eventual downfall. Another influence in his

downfall comes from across the Atlantic when Staffor meets Lars Thorenson, a Swede

whose family "religion" turns out to be worship of Adolf Hitler. It seems that Hitler's

dream of a Third Reich lasting a thousand years was perhaps not as vain as we would

like to believe: the bands of neo-fascists currently blighting Germany are evidence that

Hitler's influence is still visible in the nineties. Hubbard reveals the frailty of human will

as he portrays the great American heritage thoroughly contaminated by the worst aspects

of human doctrine. Staffor is easily swayed by the opportunity for self-aggrandizement

offered by Thorenson's creed, prepared to misuse his public office to compensate him for

the attitudes he believes his affliction, rather than his personality, have created in those

whose trust he carries. Hubbard paints a disturbing picture of the ease with which a

society living on the brink is contaminated by gossip and prejudice and he portrays the

values and concerns of his characters so realistically that one cannot help but compare
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them with nice, wholesome people walking the earth today. The reader is therefore

quickly rallied to the call when, in the face of the collapse of social order, it remains for

Jonnie to concentrate on regrouping the remaining pockets of humanity. Staffor has

become the face of America and his betrayal leaves humanity to gather not under the

standard of the Double Eagle, but under the banners of the braw Scots and wild Cossacks

who still give their allegiance to Jonnie, the sole American now worthy of it.

In many ways Ron Hubbard has created a story with more than just a hint of the

Wild West. The setting of Colorado, with the small group of struggling people from

whom Hubbard's hero emerges, revives parallels with the pioneering novels of Louis

Lamour, Zane Grey and their like. His descriptions of the mountain scenery and the

wonderful, wild plains which have reverted to their original splendour, with an

abundance of wild herds, as they existed before the coming of the Europeans some

thirteen hundred years previously, again gives a feeling of immensity and unlimited

frontiers to a land whose resources and energies are, in our time, harnessed and

controlled by man. This pioneer atmosphere is enhanced by the villagers' use of horses.

The relationship Jonnie Goodboy Tyler has with his horse, Windsplitter, is similar to that

of an Indian brave and his pony. This merging of the European and native can also be

seen in the way the villagers prepare hides, and the buckskin clothing affected by Tyler.

The people's names also have a "folksy" ring to them: Jonnie Goodboy Tyler,

Brown Limper Staffor. The names, together with the regression of technology, serve to

bring the scene well back to the days of Davy Crockett and Daniel Boone. In this respect

Ron Hubbard' s treatment of his characters is not unlike that of Clifford Simak.

However, the passions and rights fought for are much more strongly and graphically

contested than in Simak's work. As a consequence of the Psychlo invasion, Hubbard

depicts the people of Jonnie Goodboy Tyler's village at a stage of illiteracy and total loss

of all but the most primitive technology.

Hubbard' s invention of the Psychlo is a masterpiece of monster building. A

Psychlo is about ten feet tall, weighing some 1,000 lbs, upright, bipedal, "hands" which

arc paws ending in talons, five on one hand, six on the other. (This accounts for their
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mathematics being based on an 11 system.) Instead of having a cell structure a Psychlo

is made up of viruses and the Psychlo head is thickly plated in bone, its entire

physiognomy being composed of movable bones which otherwise closely resemble

human features. This is . especially true when a Psychlo countenance is covered by a

`breathegas' mask. Although the Psychlos present an almost indestructible force to the

humans, the one advantage a human does have is the ability to breathe air. A Psychlo

breathegas mask is essential for a being from a planet in the 16th universe where

everything is purple, hot (the planet Psychlo revolves around a binary sun), and whose

atmosphere contains no oxygen. But just as fire can ignite oxygen, uranium radiation

can have the same effect on Psychlo breathegas (a weakness Hubbard has the humans

exploit to bring about the eventual destruction of the Psychlos' home planet.) The

Psychlos have been a race of miners for untold eons and they have long since exhausted

their own planet' s mineral wealth. With the assistance of technology stolen from a race

they quickly wiped out, the Psychlos have surveyed and explored all known universes for

the vital minerals upon which, along with war, their economy is based.

Hubbard injects a tremendous irony into Battlefield Earth by making the Psychlo

conquest of Earth entirely fortuitous: they have been almost literally invited here by a

man-made probe giving specific coordinates and information about our planet. But our

invited "guests" have not behaved well – they have killed their hosts and raped and

pillaged their planet. Hubbard's reference to a probe is an uncomfortable reminder that

the space vehicle Voyager is now on its way towards the limits of the Solar System on a

similar mission to the probe in Hubbard' s novel, in the naive belief that, should the

billions to one chance occur that it contacts aliens, they will wish to make peaceful

contact with the human race. The possibility of humans contacting aliens with an

advanced technology has been the subject of several television documentaries over the

past few years and scientists have been asked to speculate on the morphology,

psychology and technological probability of an advanced alien culture. Naturally, none

of their hypotheses have been conclusive, but several scientists interviewed have been

quick to point out that for the past seventy years our planet has been an ever-increasing
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source of informative radiation from our television and radio broadcasts. Following such

reminders, one is always left with the uncomfortable feeling that if we are not alone in

the universe, Voyager may only become a tiny arrow pointing to the much larger beacon

created by our communications technology on Earth itself. In the way he deals with this

aspect of the Psychlo presence on Earth, Hubbard perhaps reveals an attitude towards our

current aspiration to contact alien cultures: he exposes the xenophobic fear that lies

dormant but ever-present in the human desire to confirm that we are not the only

intelligent beings in the universe. In Hubbard's story there was no resistance from the

peoples of Earth at the coming of the aliens: Hubbard's monsters simply gassed the

population using a 'drone' which circumnavigated the planet a few times in varying

directions and wiped out the population, apart from a few pockets of humanity who

escaped because of their isolation or the vagaries of wind and weather. By having the

Psychlo invasion happen a thousand years before the action of the book takes place,

Hubbard suggests how major catastrophes and upheavals can be incorporated into

mythology. In the humans' return to primitive and isolated cultures the gassing is

attributed to the wrath of God, and the Psychlos have become the "monsters" of early

folk tales.

Although Hubbard is an American writer, he too has made reference to the myths

abounding in our society; those remnants of legends which are all that remain of our folk

heritage. Although he does not have the advantage of being able to link his story to

ancient standing stones or places where strange rites were practised in a bygone era as do

Lymington and Garner, Hubbard has created similar structures in the tatters of human

society upon which his story is based. Deserted cities, ancient libraries and radioactive

missile sites have taken on the mystery that surrounds Stonehenge and its Neolithic

neighbours, giving the reader an illogical feeling of deja vu.

In Hubbard' s story, at the time of the Psychlo invasion the world had been in a

state of political tension and the two major powers were in a state of preparedness for a

nuclear war. Great underground defence stations had been established to control the

planet in the event of war, where the leaders of East and West could shelter from the
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horrors of radiation and aim their revenge at each other. The defence system was never

activated although the leaders were ensconced in their radiation proof fortresses and the

extermination of all but a few humans occurred despite those elaborate defence systems

employed by the US and USSR. The catastrophe of the Psychlo invasion did not involve

the use of nuclear weapons though, and their killing gas exterminated the humans like

rats in their holes. The only effect the human 'defence' weapons have on their future is

to gradually contaminate the people of Jonnie' s village as radiation escapes from a

nuclear silo — an ironic comment Hubbard makes on our recent race to stockpile nuclear

arms.

Throughout this work, one sees parallels Hubbard makes with our world today.

The attitudes of the Psychlos may be compared with those of George C. Scott' s general

in Dr Strangelove whose unforgettable line: "I don't say we wouldn't get our hair

mussed, but I do say no more than ten to twenty million people killed," effectively

satirizes the military mind during the Cold War days. This applies especially to Teri, the

most militarized of the Psychlos on Earth. Then Hubbard takes his readers through an

entire gamut of human prejudices, from aesthetic values — the comment of the "gray

man" on the decorativeness of Chinese art — to the strongly hierarchical society of the

Scots who have maintained their clanship and historical lineage along the lines of today's

classridden societies. Nowhere in Battlefield Earth can we look without finding some

aspect of our everyday lives reflected in the protagonists' motivations and behaviour.

Teri is driven by a greed for self-aggrandisement and gold — a trait shared by several of

the Psychlos Nump and his nephew reflecting this in their massive exploitation of the

company and its workers. Hubbard's creation of Terl has produced a character who

displays some of the worst aspects of humans, together with an excuse for all his

corruption being provided by his alienness and the horrors of the Psychlo mind-control

system.

The reason for the Psychlo' s ease of conquest is because of their technology. As

Hubbard reveals more about the Psychlos, it turns out that all the many other races of the

known universes (all sixteen of them) have every sort of hyper-space drive, faster than
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light travel, etc., but, having obtained the Broxnard key to teleportation, the Psychlos

have managed to keep it to themselves for the past 300 millennia. The premium paid to

insure the Psychlo monopoly of teleportation was the genocide of the Broxnards.

Hubbard manages to balance this and other acts of cruelty and racial annihilation by the

Psychlos with the lingering death of the race owing to the sterility of those Psychlos who

escaped the holocaust of their own planet.

Although the Psychlos are very good at using other races' technology, they never

develop it any further, so the machines they first brought to Earth are still more or less

the same as those currently in use and technology stagnates. Another reason for the

stagnation of the Psychlo race is their system of mind control, discovered by the humans

with the help of a Psychlo mining analysis machine which performs the same task as an

x-ray unit. This leads Hubbard to develop the theme of a race completely mentally

controlled from birth. He builds up to this with the fascist ravings of Lars Thorenson and

his Hitler idolatry and then proceeds to explain, quite logically, given the construction of

the Psychlo brain, how the Psychlos' minds are altered by the insertion of pieces of metal

and fuses at a very early age. It is very difficult to remove these objects from an adult

Psychlo brain without killing or damaging -the creature due to the incredibly hard and

thick bone protecting the brain. Elitism pervades Hubbard's novel and only certain

really bright Psychlos are given the secret of teleportation, and they have in their brains a

different type of "fuse" which causes them to kill anyone who attempts to get the

knowledge from them. If unable to kill their interrogator, the Psychlo' s killing frenzy

will cause them to commit suicide within two days of their initial outburst. One is left

with the unanswered question: how do the Psychlos get these fuses into the brains of the

"special" students who are apparently not picked until their brilliance has been noted

from their results? The sexist Psychlos also keep females in their place by inserting a

"fuse" into the Psychlo pup's brain which will cause a coma should any of the Psychlo

mathematics be attempted by a female. This is a strong reflection of current attitudes

towards girls and maths in our own school system: it is only very recently that educators

have realized that girls are still being neglected when it conies to being accepted in maths
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and science subjects. One remedy for this has been for some coeducational schools to

have single-sex classes in these subjects to avoid unintentional teacher bias towards boys.

Girls also tend to find it difficult in the competitiveness of the classroom to overcome the

socially ingrained belief that if they want to be liked and respected by boys, they must

not be cleverer than they.

Hubbard's efforts to make his hero a paragon of what all super heroes should be,

has enabled him to create a story where the best and worst traits of human beings are

portrayed. There is the revelation that even the Psychlos are not so much in control as

they think they are as they reflect many human failings: their outright love of cruelty and

apparent total lack of loyalty to anything, other than that which they can benefit from,

being exacerbated by the controls in their brains. Their idiolect also reflects American

military language, whilst Jonnie speaks more standard English. As Psychlo control of

the planet declines, the humans succeed in arranging a conference of aliens to decide the

fate of Earth consisting of, "Twenty-nine arbiters of the fates of sixteen universes .. .

[who] were not really paying too much attention to Lord Schleim [the Tolnep emissary]

but tittering and whispering to one another, possibly about trivial scandals that had

occurred since last they saw one another," (p. 847) providing yet another of Hubbard' s

examples of human fallibility. His caustic comment that these beings ". . . were

evidence, physically, of what happens when different genetic lines, moving up from

different roots, become sentient," (p.847) may be a revealing insight into his own

attitudes towards governmental powers whose scepticism had dogged his personal efforts

to gain religious credibility for his "science" of Dyanetics, (Behar,1991). In this

gathering of gossiping, hedonistic, sycophantic aliens, it seems that Hubbard has taken

the human race and, under a thin veneer of alien skin, portrayed the worst characteristics

of humanity. Just how few people have redeeming qualities in Hubbard' s humans, may

be measured in the fact that there are just 35,000 human beings remaining to demonstrate

a racial cohesion against the denizens of sixteen universes whose representatives portray

the most despicable failings found in human beings.
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So far this chapter has examined the work of American authors who, as in the

case of many British authors, create a sense of time and place in the settings of their

novels by locating the action on Earth and extrapolating from a contemporary base the

framework against which the action will take place. The final American author whose

work will be considered in this light is Fritz Leiber. Leiber's descriptions of his settings

and of the relationships between his protagonists stand him apart from many of his

contemporaries and give credence to his frequently bizarre and fantastic characters and

events.

Our Lady of Darkness (1978), like much of Leiber's work, is science fiction with

a note of spine-chilling fantasy added which creates a disturbing picture from the

trappings of modern technology with which we have all become familiar. The story

sometimes strays into the "horror story" genre, with frequent allusions to the works of

Poe and Lovecraft in areas were the tendrils of terror emanating from these authors' tales

enhance the general disconcerting effect of Leiber's story. Leiber has used legendary

characters for this novel, basing the element of horror on Thomas de Quincey's creation

from Levana and our Three Ladies of Sorrow, Mater Tenebrarum – Our Lady of

Darkness, the youngest and most terrible of the three sisters. The book is prefaced with

an extract from de Quincey's work and the theme is picked up in the diary accompanying

Thibaut de Castries' book, the style of the diary not unlike that of de Quincey. In this

book one discovers the element which takes this story from the annals of supernatural

horror into science fiction, as Leiber' s invention of de Castries' theory of the effects of

the accumulation of the multitudes of materials comprising giant cities is expounded by

Franz Westen. This overlapping into the technological age has made Leiber' s book an

interesting amalgamation of the supernatural and science fiction. In keeping with the

horror story genre, Leiber has set the scene with a nice "normal" group of people in nice

"normal" surroundings; this time in the San Francisco of the mid seventies (when the

story was written). Franz Westen, whose wife, Daisy, had died horribly of a brain

tumour some four years previously, has been off the alcohol to which he became

addicted following Daisy's death, and is employed in rewriting the screenplays of the TV
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series "Weird Underground" into books of the H.P. Lovecraft and Edgar Allen Poe genre

for the reading public. Now Franz's only failing is in his "Scholar' s Mistress" – an

arrangement of books on the wall-side of his bed, laid out in the shape of a female who

takes on different moods and reclining positions according to Franz' s current reading

habits, and to whom he occasionally addresses a remark, half jokingly.

Leiber has recreated in comfortable detail the San Francisco of the mid seventies

with its new BART system and the older Municipal trolley cars moving the San

Franciscans around their city. This easy atmosphere, captured in the view from Franz' s

window which is overlooked by the hill, Corona Heights, with its "kookie rock god" (p.

15) and framed by the tall TV antenna with its winking red lights, is one of calm and

peace. Leiber appears to take delight in upsetting this mood with the introduction of

undercurrents of unease into the story as Franz's interest in his discovery of Thibaut de

Castries' book "Megapolisomancy: A New Science of Cities" and the accompanying

diary which he suspects of having been written by Clark Ashton Smith "another

supernatural horror writer" (p. 20), are revealed. Franz' s interest in these books is not

unlike taking the lid off a Pandora's box of disturbing possibilities. As the "paramental"

organism of the city is released by Franz' s meddling in de Castries' work, the plot

follows the psychological breakdown of a quite normal young man until Franz is

confronted by the physical manifestation of a new power created through modern

technology and living conditions. In its earlier chapters, the story is unsettling and

disturbing, more for its commonplace setting than for any supernatural content, and

although the ending climaxes in a scene of quite terrifying proportions, its drama comes

through the gradual realization that the impossible "paramental" creatures proposed by

de Castries can become a fact, their very , existence emanating from elements of the

gigantic cities where they are spawned. The story examines the impact modern building

technology has had on society; the people Franz lives with and meets are all products of

a modern urban lifestyle, their lives shaped and moulded by San Francisco, its buildings,

transport system, mores. That the urban sprawl so many of us take for granted might

beget such a creature as that described by de Castries may seem fantastic, but it also
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curdles the blood as Leiber well knows. De Castries' theory, contained in his book, is

that the vast accumulation of steel, paper, electricity, gas and kerosene produces

psychological effects which lead to the creation of "paramental" entities. It is with a

dawning sense of horror that the reader gradually realizes that the figure Franz sees on

Corona Heights and that which enters his room while he sits at the Bishop's Seat look-

out is a paramental. When he realizes the obvious threat paramentals present to city

dwellers, Franz goes to seek assistance and advice from his learned friend Jaime

Donaldus Byers and, from this moment, he moves further into the demi-monde of San

Francisco's permissive society.

Leiber's description of Byers is complete even to his style of living, the opulence

of which is attested to when Franz Westen enters Byers' living room, "The room was

furnished sybaritically . . ." (p. 95); everything gracious and carefully planned for effect.

His is a character which unfolds in a few pages, beginning with his mode of speech

which relies on the reader's acquaintance with the Hammer horror films of the fifties and

sixties, as Byers " . . . [in] a voice grandiloquent as that of Vincent Price at his fruitiest

said, 'Here' s a knocking indeed,'" (p. 93). The character of Byers reflects a voluptuous

approach to life, there is no development, his is a cameo role and, as soon as

circumstances begin to threaten, it is he who goes on "an extended trip around the

world," (p. 188) which Franz remarks is the traditional thing to do at the end of a

supernatural horror story.

The undertones of sexual permissiveness and perversion hinted at in the

relationship between Franz's neighbours' Gun and Saul gradually become more explicit

and more perverted. With the overheard encounter between Saul and Bonita Luques, the

landlady's thirteen year old daughter, Franz is reminded of another incident in a

bookshop when he was drinking. On this occasion he was sexually touched by a very

young girl; this incident ties in with his visit to the decadent Jaime Donaldus Byers

when their already frightening discussion of de Castries' sexually perverted mistress is

interrupted and given a new dimension by the arrival of Donaldus' Asian mistress, Fa La

Suee and her lesbian girlfriend, Shirl Soames, who turns out to be the now grown up girl
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from the bookshop. The entry of the girls into Jaime Donaldus Byers' home coming on

top of the discovery of de Castries' curse on Smith, between the pages of Smith's diary

causes Franz to leave the semi security of the building – he can no longer find security in

his own room now twice . visited by the brown-robed figure with a ferret face and long

snout, as he has discovered it to be the notorious "607 Rhodes" referred to in Smith' s

diary. The addition of the Peruvian landlady Dorotea, her daughter Bonita and brother

Fernando also serve to enhance the horror content of the story, as Fernando' s

superstitious Spanish epithets of "Hechicieria occultado en murallas" (p. 167) come true

and the source of de Castries' witchcraft is found hidden in the unused storage room next

door to Franz's room. The discovery and subsequent incineration of de Castries' Grand

Cipher completes Leiber's story, but in the true tradition of horror stories, the reader is

left with the uncomfortable knowledge that de Castries' theory could still have a

foundation.

The use of these characters has allowed Leiber to give more credence to the

possibility of the existence of de Castries' "paramentals". Indeed, by his frequent

allusions to the lives of other early twentieth century supernatural horror writers being

enmeshed in the lives of his creations, he has succeeded in producing a very sound basis

for the credibility of his story. However, it is not only de Castries who Leiber endows

with supernatural ability, Franz's friend Cal, a concert pianist, is also capable of creating

her own magic with her music. It is she who breaks the spell of Franz's attack by a

paramental, just as she proved her power to affect the psychiatric patients in the ward of

the hospital where Saul works.

With the introduction of Leiber's character de Castries, and his new "science" of

mcgapolisomancy, he has highlighted a problem which currently troubles this planet –

the threat of pollution. Although de Castries' concerns are with the supernatural, the bias

for his theories may be applied to all cities in the world. The vast agglomeration of

buildings, people and the fuel for their nourishment all gather to produce a massive

problem with outlets. Outlets for the waste products the ingestion of all this fuel must

produce, and outlets for the tremendous supply of energy it has given to the inhabitants
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of the city. In de Castries' theory this energy is psychic and supernatural, resulting in

terrifying entities haunting our metropolitan areas; in modern social theory it is the

reality of the colour gangs, rapists, urban terrorists and muggers who haunt our cities.

This is the future from which many science fiction stories take their plots of escape from

an Earth too polluted and overpopulated to still be viable.

Fritz Leiber, whilst writing science fiction, tends to embellish his work with

touches of the supernatural. Apart from the unusual relationship Franz Westen has with

his books in the shape of his "Scholar's Mistress" in Our Lady of Darkness, Leiber

examines the strangeness the human form can attain and operate in such books as The

Green Millennium (1959). Once again animals (or at least one animal, a green cat)

feature prominently in the story and two of the characters are satyrs from Vega. Writing

in the late 1950s Leiber takes the current mood of the Cold War and projects it into

several east-west flare-ups involving, among more conventional weapons, the horrors of

germ warfare. The world inhabited by Phil Gish is one carrying the scars of these

conflagrations as well as the destruction of the environment. Mitzie Romadka bewails

the loss of wilderness but offers the substitute which many young people are already

using as an alternative:

"They've taken the jungles away from us, the high seas and the highways, even
space and the air. They've abolished half of the night. They've tried to steal danger. But
we've found it again in the city; we who've got nerve and hate the sheep!" (p. 42).

This neatly juxtaposes the description of Phil on the first page as he awakens and looks at

his weedy frame: "He opened his eyes and looked down at his pale chest with the two

lone hairs that were a sardonic last farewell from glorious jungle ape-hood," (p. 7). At

once there is humour and the despondency of loss in this novel, but the influence of the

green cat in harmonizing human emotions is a brilliant stroke of Micawberish optimism

for the future. There are certainly no other workable alternatives proposed in this story

where the green of the millennium is that of corroded copper, the colour of the cat "he

was really very green – the green of tarnished copper, only brighter," (p. 9). In this novel

Leiber also explores the use of ESP and magic. There is a witch called Mary whose faith

in her voodoo dolls pays off once the psychic influence of the green cat forms a bridge
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between her mind and that of her intended victim. The motif of black and white magic is

even more marked in Leiber's Gather Darkness (1979), a tale of the second atomic age

which is set in a new Dark Age where science is denigrated as devil worship and only the

priests, the new elite, secretly use science to manipulate the populace. Unlike A Canticle

for Leibowitz (W.M. Miller, Jr, 1959) which has certain parallels with Leiber' s setting, in

Gather Darkness the priesthood is corrupt and exploitative. Although representing to the

layperson the goodness of God, Leiber's priesthood come up against devil worshippers,

witches and warlocks whose own use of science is actually aimed at freeing the

population from unnecessary suffering from illnesses and poverty controlled by

feudalism. Leiber wrote this book in the early 1940s and it was first published in 1943,

two years before the dropping of the atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. It is

very suggestive of the author's wondering where the discoveries of current technology

will lead and makes excellent use of the possibilities offered by nuclear power and

rocketry, not to mention the malleability of walls, floors and furniture that can be

remotely controlled to bounce a priest up to an upstairs window for ejection and cause a

comfortable-looking couch to develop unhealthily amorous tendencies towards Brother

Chulian.

Leiber's books generally fall into a humorous, humanitarian category and rely on

the foibles and antics of people for their appeal, giving a wonderful counterpoint to

balance the elements of the supernatural, alien or ultra-scientific which also synthesize

the plots of his stories. His characters are either believably human: Phil Gish, The

Green Millennium and Franz Westen, Our Lady of Darkness; stylized like

Jaime Donaldus Byers, Our Lady of Darkness, or specifically fall into a typical slot, for

instance Brother Chulian or Cousin Deth, Gather Darkness. Names too, are an important

feature of his stories, adding either an appropriateness to the background or parodying

those names with which the reader is expected to be familiar. Leiber writes for a well-

read audience especially in the sf/horror range of literature and to get the most out of his

work, one needs to have a grounding in these areas of the literary world. In The Silver

Eggheads (1961) his world of "writers", whose only claim to creativity is in the slight
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adjustments they make to their wordmills, the writers' names are simple rehashes of all

the famous authors from the past four hundred years of literature. It is therefore with

some amusement that the reader encounters Gaspard de la Nuit and Heloise Ibsen on the

first page of a book populated with strange combinations of names plagiarized by their

bearers from literary history, whilst in the pages of Gather Darkness one is confronted

with names which exhibit a sound change giving such names as Brother Chulian and

Arman Jarles, the sounds being transposed to create an interesting variation at once

familiar and alien.

The examples of British and American sf given in these two chapters attempt to

illustrate the different perspective of writers living on opposite sides of the Atlantic.

American authors generally seem to seek a wider horizon for their fictional futures,

perhaps as a result of the pioneer era of their history, and the American attitude towards

the Cold War with its accompanying fear of Communist infiltration is also apparent.

These influences again come through in the works of American authors such as Farmer

and Dick discussed in later chapters, suggesting that even writers of sf are prone to

reflect their cultural background in their work. The next chapter will take a closer look at

how sf mirrors current social mores and attitudes toward technological advancement

through the exploration of societies and technologies which are wholly figments of the sf

writer's imagination.
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CHAFFER 4

I

Modern novelists not generally thought of as sf writers, sometimes venture into the

area of sf in order to give depth to the plot of their story. This may mean setting the story a

few years into the future or incorporating a medical breakthrough which could be just a

few weeks into the future. A very successful use of this technique can be found in Daphne

du Maurier' s The House on the Strand (1969), where Richard Young, the long-time

friend of Professor Magnus Lane ) tests out a drug invented by the professor. The

substance causes the user to experience "trips" into the past and Young's life becomes

divided between his twentieth century normality and the ever-increasing reality of the lives

of people who lived in the fourteenth century. Thus, by twisting the sixties' penchant for

drug experimentation to fit her story, Du Maurier uses it as a springboard from which to

launch into the historical romance based on fact which is her forte, whilst writing of a

present scientific discovery which is wholly fictional. In employing this technique Du

Maurier has made her historical novel unusual in this one tiny exploration of fictionalized

science. The territory of the committed sf writer is the entire universe and the whole of

space and time, allowing a scope bounded only by the limits of imagination. Any type of

civilization or society can be visited, assessed and manipulated by the sf writer's

protagonists so that the question "what if . . ." may be answered in any way the author

chooses. Extremes of alienness and outlandish ways of living can be explored and

explained in the sf genre with greater conviction than in normal fiction. Psychological

effects of bizarre sociological circumstances upon individuals in an extrapolated society are

probed in sf works allowing sf authors to take the stance of the sociologist in their search

to make sense of the extraordinary worlds and peoples of their imagination.

This view of sf is met in The Garments of Caean (1978). Barrington J. Bayley has

proposed a society where a preoccupation with clothing has become an integral part of the

lives of the Caeanic people. In order to view Bayley' s imaginary society properly, some
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background is necessary. In a society grown up over thousands of years from a time of

universal expansionism emanating from Earth, the individual qualities of each Earth nation

are still, to some extent, retained by the now mature societies. The Garments of Caean

examines the possibilities of such human expansionism into the far reaches of space. The

Ziode Cluster, inhabited by the descendants of races from North America and Europe, and

the Caeanic planets, whose peoples are mainly descended from the Eastern Bloc (pre

glasnost), are the remnants of Earth societies.

Bayley introduces Peder Forbarth, a native of the Ziode Cluster planet, Harlos,

through whose unresisting ego the dangers of the Caeanic fetish with the "Art of Attire"

may be examined. Peder, along with many of his profession, assigns himself the

appellation "sartorial" , refusing to be thought of only as a humble tailor. This makes

Peder' s view of clothing an ideal standpoint from which to appreciate the Caeanic

obsession. His personal failings also reveal the extent of the psychological power of

Caeanic garb as the story charts the effect the Frachonard suit, made from the Caeanic

material Prossim, has upon him. As the book cover suggests:

. . . the clothes didn't just make the man — they WERE the man! And Peder' s
new suit took him over, changed his character and set him off on a wild and spectacular
odyssey across the galaxy.

But what had it done to the man inside?

Not surprisingly, Caeanic clothing is officially frowned upon in the Ziode Cluster, the

resultant scarcity of such garments allowing them to be sold for fabulous prices on the

black market. This forms a key point in the story, as Peder falls prey to the power of the

garments because of his greed for Caeanic clothing to sell and to wear, and it reflects the

failure of all censorship and government bans to prevent the exploitation of scarce

commodities with its consequent glamorization.

The deleterious effects of the Caeanic sartorial culture are well-known to Peder' s

society, where the people of Caean are frequently referred to as "clothes robots': This is a

similar term to the word "clotheshorse" used in our society as a rather derogatory way of

describing a person who is obsessed with clothes, or who models them for a living, the

main criticism implied by the term being that the person is more aware of looks than of
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personal development and depth of character. In Bayley's story these psychological

problems have prompted a serious study into the origins and spread of the Caeanic clothing

cult which is performed by the sociologist Amara Coil, whose investigations sometimes

appear to be carried out in a rather haphazard and ill-informed fashion with little regard for

the rights of her human subjects. Through Amara, Bayley has given the reader a less

subjective view of the culture which has always fascinated Peder, coupled with a female

point of view. Amara' s attitude toward the Caeanic peoples' obsession with clothing

reflects the abhorrence felt by the Ziodean hierarchy who have commissioned the

sociological expedition which she heads. The expedition's encounter with the strangely

adapted space races of the metal-encased Russians and the dehumanizing self mutilation the

Japanese have undergone to convert themselves into environmentally viable Cyborgs,

leads its members to comprehend the change in the self-image of these people, which has

occurred because of their unnaturally acquired adaptation to survival in the airlessness of

space. Amara' s discovery of the atrophied human, Alexei Verednyev, contained in the

gigantic spacesuit which he regards as his normal human aspect, begins her investigation

into the question of "self-image". As the head of the sociological team, Amara Corl

concludes that some of the Russian "metalloids" must have at one time moved further into

the Tzist Arm into what are now the Caeanic planets and, after many centuries, shed their

spacesuits for clothing more conducive to atmospheric surroundings. However, they have

for centuries thought of themselves as a gigantic metallic creature with their human bodies

forming their internal organs giving them all the appeal of the human alimentary tract; it is

therefore small wonder that their Caeanic descendants are driven to cover their "disgusting"

nakedness with a suitable outer clothing. Hence the Caeanic peoples' reliance upon their

sartorialists to produce fantastic garments capable of altering the human psyche and

enhancing the personality. Bayley gives the reader further insight into the Caeanic psyche

by means of extracts from a Ziodean "textbook", for example:

`it must be admitted that the psychology of Caeanic Man differs substantially
from that of the Ziodean Man. Caeanic culture has performed the extraordinary feat of
projecting its consciousness entirely into exterior forms. The upbringing of a Caeanic,
indeed the whole of his social training, conditions his mind to respond in a chameleon-like
manner to the adornments he dons. A naked Caeanic is a mental blank, like a man
without limbs or a man paralyzed, and he almost never allows himself to be so
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discommoded. For all occasions there are suitable garments: sleeping, taking a bath,
fornicating, even childbirth. In normal circumstances it is never necessary for him to see
his naked form, and if he does it is a private glimpse devoid of self-image.

A Caeanic, even an educated Caeanic, will be amused if a foreigner should suggest
to him that his dependence on raiment is a cultural weakness. To him the benefits of the
Art of Attire are self-evident. He will point out that these personality assists with which
he invests himself are donned entirely by choice, and give him a greater command over his
own mind than is possessed by the average Ziodean, who is subject to all kinds of
uncontrollable moods and deficiencies. (p. 90)

In our society the effect on humans of wearing a mask has been studied by

psychologists and sociologists because of its ability to alter not only the aspect of a wearer,

but also the wearer's self-image. It is something that has appeared in human societies from

early primitive times to the present day. The effect of putting on a mask deindividuates the

wearer so that the behaviour of that person is highly likely to assume characteristics

suggested by the mask, much in the same way that the wearing of warpaint makes tribal

groups more aggressive than those who fight without this visual "shield". In the late 20th

century the mask still holds a power over the wearers and those observing them, with

perhaps its main use in modern western culture being in the celebration of Hallowe'en.

The ancient magical origins of Hallowe'en with their pagan myths are all but forgotten, but

in our tribal societies the mask still retains its potency as it may represent the embodiment

of deified ancestors, demons, or spiritual beings (Corrigan, 1979, 35). With this

knowledge of how the outward appearance can alter the self-image as well as that seen by

the beholder, the implications of the metalloid's space-suited bodies and the amazingly

fashioned exteriors created by the clothes of Caean, give an inkling of the impression and

power over the wearer and beholder that such intuitively created garments could obtain.

Using Amara's exposition of the probable origins of the Caeanic clothing

obsession, Bayley explores the strength that image has on the human psyche. The

reasoning that the Caeanic peoples devolved from the strange metal encased people

inhabiting space builds on this vital need of a people to conform to a socially-acceptable

image. The clothes of Caean become the "mask" behind which a citizen functions in order

to feel comfortable in a normal social situation. Also there is another implication here that

one should not miss: it is the descendants of the Japanese and Soviet races who have
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become clothes fetishists whilst the Anglo-Saxon races have retained their sense of

proportion and a stable psyche, thus leaving Bayley scope to comment on the strange traits

portrayed by other cultures in our own time and on our own planet. The sting is taken out

of such criticism when it is aimed at a people far removed in time and space from the

denizens of Earth, although it does reveal a great deal about the attitudes of the social

milieu representing Bayley's target audience. Certainly the character of the sociologist,

Amara Corl, whose frequent incompetence in handling people leads to several serious life-

threatening gaffes, comes from the very society carrying out the investigations into the

Caeanic aberration, although it seems, by his subtle insinuations, Bayley may have

avoided offence to the majority of his Western readers. But as to the sociologists among

them, one is reminded of the misguided passengers of the "`B' Ark" in Douglas Adams's

The Restaurant at the End of the Universe (1980, p. 141), who have been deliberately lost

because of the "middleman's" perceived uselessness to society. This is highly suggestive

of the possibility that Bayley's opinion of sociologists puts them into the same category as

telephone sanitizers, hairdressers and management consultants (who comprise the main

occupants of the '13' Ark). Amara's less prepossessing qualities certainly fit her for a place

in this varied gathering.

At the time Amara and the team of the Callan begin their investigations, Prossim,

the organic fibre which can be manufactured into almost any wearable material, has

become the "in" fabric. It is the most prized material of the Caeanic peoples, who inhabit

the Tzist Arm, and Prossim is the material used by the master sartorialist Frachonard to

make five suits whose impeccable qualities endow the wearer with previously

unanticipated powers and talents. These become the ideal bait for Peder who is weak-

willed and totally infatuated by the clothes he wears and creates for his clients. He cannot

refuse the offer of Realto Mast, an opportunist with piratical tendencies, to help salvage

and "fence" the cargo of precious clothing lying in a wrecked Caeanic space freighter.

Through this episode Peder comes into possession of one of the five Frachonard suits, his

love of beautiful clothing and knowledge of the qualities of such a garment overcoming the

Ziodean distrust of anything Caeanic. Mast and his henchmen, Grawn and Castor, trick
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Peder into taking a lighter down to the surface of the planet Kyre. Against great odds he

survives the trip to the planet's surface where few structures, including the human body,

can survive. This is because of the peculiar evolution of the planet's flora and fauna which

have developed the ability to broadcast infrasound as a form of attack and protection.

Peder is protected by a "baffle suit" which modifies the shattering effects of the infrasound

as he ransacks the wrecked craft, looting the sumptuous Caeanic clothing. Mast denies

Peder the pleasure of selling the salvaged garments piece by piece to favoured customers at

astronomical prices, but Peder does manage to acquire one of the fabled Frachonard suits

made of Prossim. Blinded by his love of clothing and awe of the Caeanic sartorial art,

Peder fails to heed the warning of Realto Mast, "These people of Caean are pretty peculiar

in their life-styles, so I've heard . . . . Don't let the clothes master the man, the way they

do".

Until he dons the Frachonard garment Peder is a mouse of a man who goes

through life feeling awkward and ill at ease in social situations, having no faith in the tenets

of the Ziode cluster which hold that people are able to find strength through belief in

themselves – an inner strength. As the Caeanic suit causes a metamorphosis in Peder's

life, the effects of the workings of the suit made by its legendary creator, Frachonard, are

revealed as the mouse becomes a lion. Here Bayley emphasizes the balance of nature:

everything has a positive and a negative side, and the sinister possibilities of the suit

become evident from early on in its use. Peder begins to rely upon the properties of the

suit, losing his personality to it and being left with even less strength of character than that

with which he started. This reveals the corruptive or deindividualizing effects that can

occur from the Caeanic clothing and the real possibility of the wearer becoming addicted to

wearing the suit, allowing his personality to be totally dominated by its influence. The

Frachonard suit brings about a transformation to Peder but, not until it is stolen does the

extent of its true properties begin to be revealed in a way which could herald disaster for

the human race. When it is stolen by Castor, the suit brings bout his downfall, causing

him to be marooned on the sister planet of Kyre, aptly named "The Planet of the Flies".

Once the ravening, man-eating flies infesting this planet have consumed Castor, the suit
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organizes them into a body-like mass. Using its multi-insect body, the suit can move

around enough to take over the spaceship travelling to Caean. Once inside the ship its

filling of flies feast upon the crew and, guided by the suit, set the vehicle on a course for

the penal planet of Ledlide where Peder is serving a life sentence for his crime of handling

the Caeanic cargo.

Having searched for and repossessed its owner, the suit takes Peder on a fantastic

journey across the Tzist Arm where the Caeanic planets are located. All the time the suit

has its own purpose and goal – to return to the planet on the far distant galactic arm to

rejoin its sentient Prossim "parent", the Prossim plants whose gradual awakening to their

own sentiency and restriction, through their contact with humans, has left them with a

feeling of having been cheated by evolution. The Prossim quest is, then, to obtain the

bodies of men to vicariously fulfil its new destiny and this can be achieved by growing a

crop of Frachonard copies from the five prototypes. The compelling influence of the

Prossim has drawn Peder and his confreres through the Caeanic planets so that the suits

can rejoin their "parent" body and be copied and grown in entirety. Although Bayley has

created a fantastic story which could never happen, analogous influences of environment

and human response to both cultural and environmental controls are seen in our world all

the time. Viewed in this light, Bayley's extrapolation of circumstances tends to reveal

human nature and the unlikelihood of such events ever happening is unimportant. Even at

the end of The Garments of Caean Bayley still keeps the reader's interest in this strange

concept of humanity. It seems Bayley cannot allow Peder's obsession with clothes and

Prossim to end with the final chapter, so he follows the tradition of great tale tellers

recalling the words of Kurtz in Graham Greene's The Third Man (1951) when he tells

Rollo Martins:

"It's wonderful how you keep the tension"

"Tension?"

"Suspense. You're a master at it. At the end of every chapter one's left guessing . . ."

(The Third Man, p. 41)
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Bayley's creation of the Caeanic people, who occupy the Tzist Arm of a galaxy far

from Earth in both time and space, provides a group for an anthropological study of

"civilized" human beings who display a side to their nature which, had this been related to

our modern society, could have caused offence to many or, worse, bored the reader. The

faults of the Caeanic peoples, which could conceivably have been a development of the

sixties and seventies pop culture in our society where everyone became "a dedicated

follower of fashion"*, are criticized and inspected. In view of the comment by Rosanna

Pistolese and Ruth Horsting (1970, 299) of the importance of colour in clothing, which

"suggests fantastic images and inspires motifs of decoration because we would like to

imprison it, to frame it, to formalize its beauty," the Caeanic obsession can be seen as an

art form going far deeper than normal appreciation of beauty. It was during the years of

revolutionary social change in the sixties and seventies that packaging began to take on its

current importance. This did not merely cover the term for what we place around products

to make them attractive to would-be purchasers, but also embraced the entire way in which

people present themselves to the world. By following this trend and placing an unhealthy

emphasis on the cover rather than what lies within, we somehow changed ourselves into a

"product", along with all the other products of our material world and perhaps, in part, lost

a little of our humanity along the way. Maybe the turn of the century will see a return to a

less conscious effort to present the package well as human beings turn away from the

polluting effects of colourful wrappers in an effort to save the planet from being swamped

by the detritus of our consumer-driven society. For Bayley's Caeanic peoples, however,

their future seems threatened more by the pollution of their minds from psychological

dependency on their outer wrappings creating a sociological problem rather than an

environmental one. Perhaps the initial vision of the fantastically robed Caeanics seen by

Amara Cori, which she dismisses as "a momentary paramnesia," represents the reality of

An interesting quote from Martin Moss of Moss Bros (the London tailors) made during the sixties, suggested

that twentieth-century men now feel comfortable following fashion. "after the adjustment of the homosexual

law. Before that, a man was afraid he might be thought a queer. Now the outlook is broader and has settled

down, he can relax and be a peacock if he wishes." (Quoted in Wilson & Taylor 1989, 172)
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their true situation, ". . . the figures in the crowd were no longer recognizably human, but

were transformed into archetypal caricatures, primeval and menacing," (p. 159).

Bayley has succeeded in creating a plausible history for the sartorial obsession of

the Caeanic peoples by using the sociological investigations and findings of Amara Corl.

The character of Amara, who had turned to the study of aberrant cultures having failed to

find a precise science in her field, also allows Bayley to take a rather unsubtle dig at

sociologists in general, and women trying to become leaders in a man's world, in

particular. Even so, in her uncompromising view of how her department should behave

when the Callan is captured by the Caeanic battle cruiser, Amara shows a toughness and

level-headedness which her experiences on the Caenic planet Inxa seem to constantly be

eroding. By using Amara this way as a woman in a man's world, Bayley conveys the

power of the Caeanic clothing, and suggests that it is the clothes that make the man.

Amara's studies reveal how every aspect of the Caeanic peoples' daily lives is controlled

by their outer apparel, rather than their inner personality: the garments have become more

eloquent than the wearers who can not function in any social aspect of their lives minus the

façade of their clothing. The Caeanics have already developed a "sentient mirror" which

reflects the gazer's self image, and this device emphasizes the appeal of the Caeanic clothes

because its reflection works the same way as the clothes, which allow the wearer to be

seen as he or she wishes to be viewed.

In Caean the garment has obtained the importance of a drug to an addict but, within

the Caeanic culture, the wearers are unable to appreciate what has happened regarding their

"sartorials" as psychologists as well as exponents of the art of tailoring. It takes the

ordeals of Bayley's anti-hero, Peder Forbarth, to reveal the extent to which the Caeanic

sartorial culture now rules their society, to the detriment of all but the few who, like Peder,

need the psychological prop of something to replace their naturally missing self-

confidence. Apart from the interesting plot of The Garments of Caen, Bayley has created in

the Caeanic people a fantastic society composed of individuals all striving to be different.

As mentioned, this reflects similar movements in Earth society, the most recent being in the

sixties and seventies where the striving for individuality almost turned itself inside-out
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causing a great similarity in the multivariables of style, colour and fabric used in attempting

to express this individuality. The entire clothing, music, literary and theatre industries

underwent a vast upheaval in those years which could be said to have its origins in the

music industry, helped on by Timothy Leary's experiments with psychedelic drugs, as

well as the use of marijuana by a vast section of young, and the would-be young, people.

These preoccupations culminated in the wearing by both sexes, of tightly fitting trousers

with vast flaring bottoms teamed with high platform-soled shoes, fashions helped along by

The Beatles and Sonny and Cher, illustrating the close ties costume has with art and culture

and its socializing nature (Pistolese and Horsting, 1970, 305). It has been suggested that

clothing is a form of communication affecting ethics and civilization because it expresses

values of taste and forms a bridge between technology and culture (Pistolese and Horsting,

1970, 307:310). The Caeanic society can be appreciated for its worthlessness if one

compares it with the hedonistic and narcissistic preoccupations of Western society during

the sixties and seventies. The impact of this trend, together with the Viet-Nam war,

overcame the love-in hippy influences and left the western world with the "yuppie"

preoccupations of the eighties. The controlling influence in Western society now seems to

be money, but the Caeanic society, obviously affected heavily by capitalism as evidenced

by Forbarth's need to put away some seed against a golden future, also appears to retain

the influence of clothing. The hippy cult and extreme fashions often strongly veered away

from haute couture, but the influence still remained (1989, 171).

In The Garments of Caean Bayley has linked the clothing obsession of the

Caeanics with a late twentieth-century resurgence in fashion interest. In The Grand Wheel

(1979) he deploys a dazzling array of sf machinery to emblemize aspects of modern

society, only in this novel his interests lie in the area of organized crime and corrupt

governments. This is a far cry from the concern with clothes of the Caeanic people and as

the story about gambling, jackpots and luck develops, it takes the reader into a world of

randomness and chance. Although set in an area of space conquered by humans, the book

really deals with mysticism and has overtones of parapsychology. It relies heavily on the

reader's being at least passingly familiar with the tarot deck and takes for granted that
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certain humans have psi powers which can be enhanced by machines. This is a very

different book from The Garments of Caean; it is very much about the dangers of

interfering with nature, trying to change the way that nature has arranged things to the

detriment of all concerned. Even Shane, the "cold-senser", loses faith in himself because

the "gift" he has is interfered with by an alien randomizing machine. The main plot is quite

straightforward. The main character, Cheyne Scarne, a Professor of Randomatics * , has

been forcibly and instantly addicted to a drug tailor-made to affect only his body by the

Legitimacy, the government syndicate which uses him now in its efforts to undermine the

Grand Wheel, a Mafia-like power of almost equal influence. In its immorality, the

Legitimacy belies its name and therefore Scarne's efforts to use or evade the syndicate can

be excused, without the stigma of treason. Scarne has to acquire the "Luck Equations"

which Marguerite Dom, head of the Grand Wheel, is rumoured to possess in order to

assist the Legitimacy in its space-war against the Hadranic Empire. Scarne's eventual

success only occurs after he forms an uneasy alliance with the Wheel boss who cures his

addiction with the aid of the Wheel chemists. Scarne begins the novel as a man being torn

between two rival forces, but he finishes it as his own man as Bayley gives the rather

seedy character who began the novel an air of respect and personal strength which he earns

as the story progresses.

Religion, a frequent form of subject matter in sf works, is strongly present in this

novel, here being represented by Lady Luck. The book is far more than just a sf story

relying on warp drives and alien landscapes for its impact; granted there is an unusual

alien spaceship which carries the Wheel party to the alien rendezvous, but such inventions

as Velikosk's roulette lend an element of both horror and macabre humour to the work.

Velikosk's roulette is an ancient machine which, like Russian roulette, has the players

gambling with their lives: Marguerite Dom has the Velikosk's roulette machine connected

to each of the twelve chairs of the Grand Wheel's administrators and when a player's

number falls, he is "sucked into the gulf of pure randomness that underpin[s] the

*	
Randomatics is described as "the modern science of chance and number" and is capable of
predicting the outcome of any machine-based game of chance up to the "billion bracket" which is
governed by "pure probability, unadulterated by calculable runs and groupings". (p. 8)
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universe," (p. 58). With the concept of a randomized universe pervading the novel,

Bayley has created the ideal setting for his story, lending credibility to the Cave of Caspar,

an area of space where the incidence of suns going nova is far higher than anywhere else.

When Scarne wins a "jackpot" it is in the form of a vision of a universe of number and the

fairly simple plot revolves around the greed of humans trying to control that universe with

the "luck equations". Even without its setting in the infinities of outer space, Bayley's plot

and its execution could produce a fast, exciting story, its unusual ideas in certain areas

paralleling those of Fritz Leiber in his subtle mixes of people and machines with their

unstated insinuations that maybe the machine is the "master" rather than its creator.

The Grand Wheel deals with people who still inhabit Earth and Bayley's characters

are motivated by greed with human weaknesses and failings forming a major theme. The

book contains elements of the 007 spy thriller combined with the excitement of gambling

for the highest stakes possible – the future of mankind. Certain scenes are reminiscent of

some of the early James Bond stories in where the tension mounts to fever pitch as the

hero plays for higher and higher stakes against such ruthless gamblers as Goldfinger,

bringing the excitement and energy of a grand slam tennis tournament to the sedentary

"sport" of the gaming tables. Barrington Bayley has captured this dynamism, as bizarre

intergalactic card games take the players into realms of psychological fantasy, establishing

the tone for the whole book. The element of science fiction is found in the settings for the

book – Io, the moon of Jupiter and in the cards used. A deck based upon the ancient Tarot

pack is favoured by the Grand Wheel and the significance of the pictures and designs on

the Tarot cards is examined in relation to the arcane lore of the Tarot and the enigma of the

effect the cards used have upon the psyche by gripping the mind and causing

hallucinations. Here Bayley has built upon the mystery and symbolism in which the Tarot

is shrouded (Gray, 1970), lending an element of fantasy to this otherwise hard core sf

work. However, Bayley's settings, protagonists and accoutrements are not so important

as the development of the story which could have been written in any time as it deals with

the age-old subject of greed and power and takes place in the far future.
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As the book opens, the Legitimacy government has outlawed the Wheel, at the

same time trying to take over the vast empire in the galaxy controlled by the Wheel. As

Scarne leaves the Wheel's casino where he deliberately lost to a Wheel "cardsharp", he

tries out a fermat machine and wins a jackpot — now outlawed by the Legitimacy. The

odds against this happening at the same time as his major breakthrough into the Wheel are

astronomical and set him wondering whether this is pure chance. The nature of the jackpot

itself is not of money but of learning; building on his randomatician's knowledge of the

universe of number. Scarne becomes probably the only human with a true sense of the

power of randomatics. At the same time all this is happening mankind is involved in a war

against the Hadranic empire and the background of war adds a sense of urgency to the

story.

The reason Scarne wants the Wheel cardsharp in the casino to take him for a ride to

bankruptcy is so that the Wheel will think he is desperate and, following their normal

policy, recruit him. His Legitimacy controller is less than thrilled he has lost the money

but Scarne believes it has taken him closer to discovering how the "Luck Equations" work.

Lady, the goddess of Luck, is worshipped by some and revered by others, but now the

Wheel has a system of equations which are supposed to determine luck, and Scarne

suspects these were used to steer him to the jackpot. Bayley succeeds in confusing his

readers' sympathies with such scenes as Scarne's interview with his control, during which

he loses his link with the Legitimacy and becomes panic stricken because he cannot get a

supply of his personal drug or its antidote from his controllers. It is during this period that

Scarne meets Marguerite Dom.

One of the aspects of this book which make it unusual and amusing is Bayley's

comment on the development of social mores and fads which have resulted in some of his

male characters bearing female names. He achieves an amusing incongruence and reminds

the reader of the way society falls into the trap of dating itself; some years before the story

was set it had been the vogue to use names for the opposite sex in naming children.

Because of this now dated custom, the "big wheel" of the Grand Wheel bears the

ridiculous appellation, Marguerite Dom, which belies the great power he wields and creates
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a joke which allows Bayley to give Dom's ultra-sinister character an element of humanity.

This is an illusion which is dispelled when Dom cheats Scarne of his luck and allows him

to fester and almost die as Dom basks in its stolen power.

The gamblers in Bayley's novel are trying to remove the element of chance from

gambling forever by the means of hitherto undeveloped technology. Having been accepted

by Dom and his associates, Scarne, a randomatician, goes to meet the Wheel' s

mathematical cadre and realizes how advanced they are in his field. Scenes like this

meeting are reminiscent of the 1920s where prohibition in the USA had allowed bootleg

liquor, gambling and prostitution to fall into "Mob" hands. The conditions between the

Legitimacy and the Grand Wheel appear not unlike those between the Mafia and the US

government, and the token head role of the Legitimacy is also very suggestive of how the

Mafia operates. Also the rather neat way that Marguerite Dom handles the hung decision

of the meeting regarding the Legitimacy and the Hadrananics (p. 58), using the Velikosk

roulette machine to remove the offending member (Pawarse), has strong overtones of

Mafia procedure. Another item bearing Mafia overtones is the world of Chasm, an

interplanetary equivalent of Las Vegas, which houses the addicts and pleasure seekers

from all over man-inhabited space.

The Galactic Wheel controls gambling in the galaxy. It is based around

Andromeda and Dom succeeds in gaining an entrée to a game of chance with the Galactic

Wheel through the creature Pendragon which is kept in a tank at the Grand Wheel

headquarters. The designs on the cards used by both the Grand Wheel and the Galactic

Wheel are similar to the Tarot deck, and Bayley explores the ancient psychology behind

these powerful symbols and their effect on the human mind. The game of Kabala is very

difficult and brings about a change of consciousness in the player. In spite of this Dom

coaches Scarne to become his partner for the encounter with the Galactic Wheel in which

Scarne believes the stakes to be the future of humanity, an abomination which even the

Galactic Wheel will not countenance, but only because Marguerite Dom does not own the

human race. Bayley draws parallels here with the monopoly of human beings by
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government reducing people to nothing more than pawns once the stakes become high

enough.

This book has a strong emphasis on the gambler's reliance on luck and the feeling

that the gambler gets that nothing can go wrong once the charm of luck is working for him

or her. This is reflected in Dom's comment, "Manipulated luck is magic, more or less," (p

91). There certainly is a sort of magic in the way a gambler can find him or herself on a

"winning streak". This is partly why Dom finds Shane's "cold-senser" ability, which

enables him to predict probability, fascinating and powerful and, in Dom's greed to

possess Shane's power, Bayley portrays the overwhelming lust of the gambler to possess

luck. The element of chance is emphasized in the person of Shane who has the ability to

tell when a star will go nova. Shane is operating in the Cave of Caspar, under the

protection of the Legitimacy, working with their archeologists on a planet in the Cave area

where stars have an extremely high incidence of going nova. This is also a military

outpost where the Legitimacy is holding off the Hadranics and the skills of someone like

Shane are necessary so that the Legitimacy armies may camp in areas where they hope

there is a certain amount of stellar stability. This accounts for Shane's presence to detect

the change in the local stars should they become unstable, but he is badly affected by

experiments on an alien randomness machine discovered by the team. The Legitimacy

High Command has assigned Hakandra, Shane's control, to a project which is designed to

prevent the Hadranics from crossing the Cave.

Dom and his party of Wheel gamblers proceed toward the Cave in the Grand

Wheel's transport the "Disk of Hyke", to await contact by the Galactic Wheel. The "Disk

of Hyke" is described as it lands: "Looking more than anything like a scaled up

nineteenth-century river boat having twenty-three decks towering over everything" (p.

106). If the situation weren't so menacing, the scene where Marguerite Dom introduces

himself to the Hakandra is hilarious: 'I am Marguerite Dom, Chairman of the Grand

Wheel.' The Legitimacy people stiffened as the charisma of his name affected even them,"

(p. 107). Although the name Marguerite Dom is so entirely incongruous for a man, here

again the simple fact of his position overcomes the absurdity of his name.
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Shane has told Dom that the Cave is deficient in luck and everything is bad luck

which is why everything has failed there and the stars exploded. Dom believes this

because he thinks luck is a cosmic quality having managed to find a relationship between

chance and luck. The alien ship is also rather interesting being just a fragile looking

bubble. The planetoid where Dom and Scarne land for the Galactic Wheel game is like

Chasm and similar to the Grand Wheel operation. Once settled in, Scarne and Dom

embark on a game with the Galactic wheel; the combination of cards and the feelings of

the players build towards a climactic interval. Dom's wickedness comes to the fore as he

goes to his quarters to "freshen his luck" through the misuse of Velikosk's roulette.

Georgius Velikosk was the man who began using the randomized equations and invented

the machine which Dom used to get rid of the annoying Pawarse. However, with a

massive charge put through it the machine provides Dom with artificial luck — luck which

has to have a negative pole, hence his invitation to Scarne to accompany him on his next

trip to the aliens' gaming area. As Scarne's luck drains out of him Scarne learns the true

stakes for which they are playing — simply the Grand Wheel and all their tangible assets

and influence — the Galactics want their pitch. It was only because the Galactics refused to

allow him to gamble for what he did not own that Dom did not stake the whole of

humanity. The evil personality of Marguerite Dom emerges as he uses all Scarne's luck:

There was the same insouciance, the same charm, the over-powering presence,
the fastidiousness as to dress; but within it all, hidden from the casual eye, there was the
reptilian coldness. Dom was a predator on a large scale, a suave intellectual giant empty
of shame or any sense of guilt. (p. 150).

Scarne suffers a heart attack, sprouts instant cancers and has his arm chopped off by a

meteorite all in the space of a couple of minutes and the alien cardplayer's expression:

"You are very unlucky," as he speaks to Scarne is the understatement of the book.

Needless to say, Dom's interference with luck has grave repercussions for him as the

artificial luck he has stolen from Scarne quickly dissipates from Dom and transfers to

Scarne, displaying the same fickleness as real luck. With his sudden windfall of luck,

Scarne at least halts the advance of the Hadranics using the alien randomizer machine with

the aid of Shane's sensitivity to determine the correct flow of energy. In what is perhaps
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an attempt to leave his hero with some creature comforts, the end of Bayley's book leaves

Scarne with a woman, albeit not his original girlfriend who was, after all, only an

employee of the Grand Wheel and possibly insincere.

In The Garments of Caean and The Grand Wheel, Bayley has portrayed two

societies far removed from each other in time and space, and the books cover vastly

different subject material. However, Bayley is writing about humans still and these novels

display the brilliance of human achievement whilst examining the evils of vanity, self-

deception and greed to which human beings are all too susceptible.
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II

During his long career Philip Jose Farmer has covered many styles of science

fiction writing generally combining the effects of a fictional technology on a given society

with a certain amount of irony and humour. He has also followed through some of his

stories, exploring the historical past, present, and future of his creations, such as the

Riverworld series, with much-acclaimed appreciation. Just as The Garments of Caean

examines the results of a migration from earth which took place thousands of years before,

Farmer's The Lovers (1961) takes a look at the reasons behind such a need to escape the

Earth's confines and the results. In both cases, however, the element of satire is very

strong, being even more pronounced in Farmer's work as he frequently emulates the

sometimes bitter satire of Jonathan Swift, although Farmer's hero, Hal Yarrow, is no

Gulliver, coming as he does from a life where there is no comfort, privacy or love.

Farmer examines the question of why mankind seems to be driven to leave Earth

and takes the case of Hal Yarrow, a joat (jack-of-all-trades), a non-specialist in his

profession as a linguist. Yarrow's life is kept under close control by Pornsen, his gapt

(guardian angel pro tempore), who has been a thorn in Hal's side since his infancy. It was

Pornsen who chose Hal's wife, Mary, for him. Her humourless devoutness and

adherence to the Haijac state religion of the Forerunner has caused her to constantly report

Hal to the gapt for following the ways of the Forerunner's evil disciple, the Backrunner.

The fact that their marriage has not been blessed with children after some nine years has

put the couple in the unenviable position of being imminently judged by the Uzzites

(police) to determine if they should be consigned to 'H' (extinction). The Sturch (State

Church) is the earthly caretaker of the religion of Sigmen. Through its hierarchy it controls

every single one of the billions of inhabitants of the North American continent. The

writings in The Western Talmud, the Forerunner's 'Bible', encourage large families so,

with this bursting population (which Yarrow estimates will reach fourteen to fifteen billion

within the next fifteen years, barring a catastrophe), there is a drive to seek out other

planets where humans might find the space to improve their living conditions. The

overcrowding in the Haijac nation is so bad that Hal and Mary share an apartment with
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another couple on a twelve hour occupancy shift. With this background it is small wonder

that Hal has no hesitation in accepting a chance to go on an expedition in a faster than light

ship taking more than 40 years to reach its destination. The trip carries with it the added

bonus of automatic divorce!

The two-continent world of Ozagen is the destination of Hal's expedition. Its

inhabitants have been called "Wogglebugs" after Frank Baum's Professor Wogglebug in

The Wizard of Oz (a book banned in the Haijac nation) a name which is soon contracted to

"wog". The evolution of the wogs followed a strange pattern:

. . . a pre-arthropod that had changed its mind and decided to become a chordate."

The wogs had also won an apocalyptic war with the human inhabitants of the other

continent of Ozagen because of their unity in the face of the human in-fighting (a human

condition Yarrow has left simmering behind on the planet Earth). No facet of mankind's

warlike and insincere nature has been allowed to stand uncriticized by this story. The

humans intend exterminating the aboriginals of Ozagen by using a genetic weapon which

destroyed most of the population of Earth in a cataclysmic war with the descendants of

earthmen on Mars. Only small pockets of humanity in Iceland, Hawaii, South Australia

and Israel and a few jungle dwelling folk survived. The Haijac nation grew from the

remnants of the Icelandic and Hawaiian peoples and they now have a less than warm

relationship with the other new nations of Earth. The terrifying weapon is a virus which

causes anaemia, the molecules of the virus locking onto the hemoglobin in the bloodstream

preventing the circulation of oxygen. Hal has a growing horror of what this weapon will

do to the wogs as he becomes attached to Fobo, the wog empathist.

Farmer has taken a highly satirical look at the imperialistic, puritanical sectors of

US society in this story. Humanity's misguided, sheeplike following of Sigmen's

ridiculous religion of pseudo-futures and unrealism is accentuated by he wogs' attitude

towards them and the likeness to Swift's satire becomes pronounced as the apparently

gross inhabitants of Ozagen reveal themselves to have more savoir vivre and commonsense

than the "superior" earthmen. Bound as they are by the strictures of the Sturch, the
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earthmen have lived under the weight of the Forerunner's puritanical tyranny for the past

millennium, their obedience to the command: "go forth and multiply" having caused the

vast increase in the population of the Earth which sees them on their current mission.

Whereas The Garments of Caean, for instance, examines the possibilities of what

can happen far from Earth after the passage of many centuries, The Lovers is highly

suggestive of how quickly a lifetime's conditioning to something which removes all the

pleasure from normal human activities can pass. Within a short time of his arrival on

Ozagen Hal has contravened the strictures of his religion and begun to live normally. The

emphasis on sex for the purposes of breeding only caused Hal's ex-wife Mary to refer to

the intimate side of their married life as his "duty", making the affair between Hal and the

lalitha, Jeanette Rastignac, an irony. The extraordinary colouring of the lalitha's naturally

red lips is extremely tantalizing to Hal as the Haijac women are not allowed to wear

makeup and Jeanette provides a complete contrast to the plain frigid woman who was his

wife. Her unashamed sexuality raises Hal's libido and he loses the effects of years of

conditioning within the space of a few weeks.

The influence of Ozagen on Hal can be seen as he sets out on his trip with Fobo,

Pornsen and Zugu in the wog car. The years of Pornsen's hold over Hal are swept away

as he is required to submit to the tortures of the primitive wog technology, in part making

up for his compassionless treatment of Hal, evident in Hal's joy at being able to scare

Pornsen without bearing the consequences. He even has an answer to Pornsen's

accusation that he is being unreal in inventing a pseudo future for their accident as Pornsen

is as much at fault as Hal. This comic episode breaks up the seriousness of the apparently

closed-in situation Hal seems never able to escape. Farmer has made astute use of this

change of pace, successfully demonstrating the influence of the new planet on Hal as he

begins to sense the freedom now possible, away from the overcrowded confines of Earth.

The pace of Yarrow's life continues to increase as events push him toward the inevitable

encounter with the crisis which will change his life forever. Farmer's hilarious solution to

this predicament is Yarrow's meeting in the ancient human ruins with a beautiful "human"

female.
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On Ozagen the human race has wiped itself out and Jeanette Rastignac is a lalitha, a

creature with superb imitative powers which apparently evolved from insect/arthropod

ancestors at the same time the Ozagen humans evolved on the mammalian scale, and ever

since the lalitha have become human parasites. The destruction of the Ozagen human race

did not destroy the lalitha. The creature is now only female and provided it does not

conceive, the lalitha is practically immortal. The unusual way in which the lalitha

reproduces belies the extreme sensuality of the creature. For Hal Yarrow his experience on

Ozagen is an awakening to sexuality which should naturally have occurred many years

before but, due to the repressive attitudes of the Haijac nation, has been prevented from

happening. Another result of Hal's conditioning has made him consider alcohol to be the

root of all evil and when he discovers that Jeanette is apparently addicted to it he sees her

as a hopeless alcoholic. There is no cure for alcoholism in the Haijac nation — alcoholics

are simply consigned to H. The wogs' more tolerant attitude towards "human" failings has

led them to invent an alcohol substitute "Easyglow" which Hal's horror of alcoholism

leads him to obtain from Fobo. However, unknown to Hal, the lalitha has immortality if it

consumes alcohol, which also acts as a form of birth control, preventing the final

biological process in the creature's body from making the crucial connection which will

create . new life. As the lalitha is more imitative insect than anything else, its reproductive

processes are peculiar to the insect phylum. Having conceived, the lalitha becomes a living

larder for its larvae which eventually eat their way through their mother's calcified body to

emerge as nymphs all female.

Farmer's treatment of The Lovers has allowed him to make fun of the narrow and

often bigoted attitudes of fundamentalist religions. The massive population of Earth and

the puritanism of the Haijac people's everyday lives is the living proof of the blind faith

that governs their lives and is maintained by the system of gapts and Urielites (priests) who

forbid any questioning of the laws of Sigmen the Forerunner. Fobo's frank examination

of the Haijac religion exposes the fraud being perpetrated upon Hal's people and permits

Farmer to comment on the prevailing religious attitudes common to North American

society and also within much of the rest of the world. With the harsh satire against devout
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fundamentalists which prevails in this novel, one cannot help but wonder whether Farmer

has even taken a literary swing at the sacred Islamic faith with the transposition of the

letters "i" and "j" in the word Haijac. Hal's affair with Jeanette allows this to be further

exploited as the short-sighted view of the Catholic church toward birth control can be sent

up with seeming innocence.

In The Garments of Caean, Barrington J. Bayley uses a sociologist to confront the

strange developments the lives of human beings have undergone when removed from the

influence of the home planet Earth. The Lovers also makes frequent sociological

inferences, but with its 'hero' Hal Yarrow being a linguist joat, there is more emphasis

placed on the transformation of language. The quaintness of the French speaking

reservation peoples Yarrow had spent time with prior to his Ozagen experience focuses the

initial examination of the lalitha Jeanette Rastignac onto her French origins. The

modification of vowels and consonants into a barely recognizable form of French spoken

by the lalitha follows clearly the path known to have been taken by modern western

languages especially prior to the advent of printing. The investigation of the mystery

surrounding Jeanette's ability to speak a garbled form of French is the downfall of Hal's

efforts to keep his clandestine relationship a secret.

In The Garments of Caean and The Lovers both "heroes" are less than perfect and

therefore more malleable, more suitable to the tossing they receive in the winds of the

writers' imaginations. They are the more human and sympathetic for this and perform

their function of taking the reader with them into their adventures all the more successfully

because they do not appear invincible – they could still be squished like bugs by the finger

of God. Their frequent lack of sophistication in handling their lives makes Peder and Hal

easy for the reader to identify with, increasing the excitement of the journey through their

strange quests as the possibility of failure may loom high. These characters are individuals

from societies which have sacrificed the rights of the individual for the good of the many.

In our present day society we are used to seeing the individual swamped by the pressures

of governments, councils, etc., and our news stories reflect the power of the human

interest story as the media search for news with which people can identify. News of world
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conflicts, ever present fluctuations in the dollar and interest rates, the greenhouse effect,

horrifying human catastrophes, is too much for the average person to accept, let alone

appreciate or identify with, but the human interest story of one man risking his life to save

a child from the wheels of a speeding locomotive, has a power far greater than news of

hundreds of soldiers risking their lives for the beliefs and freedom of their country. This

in spite of the propaganda put out by governments. By the most optimistic assessment, the

spate of nationalistic advertising for Australia's Bicentenary had a fairly limited effect in

forming Australians into a more cohesive group. The message of being proud to be an

Australian soon fell on deaf ears as the early months of celebration were replaced by

sporadic local efforts at re-enactment of history. However, the success or failure of an

individual in a community can be a cause for celebration, anger or tears and has a more

unifying effect than any advertising no matter how cleverly it is aimed and worded to

appeal to people's better instincts. Thus the cases of Hal, Peder and Arthur Dent (The

Hitch-Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy, Adams, 1979), appeal to the side we can all identify

with. The vast machinery of world governments pales beside the drive of public opinion

and public opinion is usually formed through people's being able to identify with the

individual in a given situation. Hal has foregone the higher ranking and esteem true

specialization would have given him and opted for the lesser, more human, side of his

profession, which gives him a greater contact with the world. Hal puts himself into the

other person's shoes although he finds it difficult to have any empathy or sympathy with

his gapt, Pornsen, who has his diametric opposite in the character of Fobo, the wog

empathist. We know that Pornsen, in his job, should be sympathetic to his "flock" and be

able to find comfort and counsel for those who have fallen by the wayside, but Pornsen's

pastoral efforts appear to have lain solely in the area of fault-finding and consigning those

he failed to H. The very name "Pornsen" suggests a lack of suitability for the job of

looking after people's moral welfare, and he personifies the parlous state of affairs in the

Haijac nation where human beings cannot accept their personal failings and must thereby

forfeit their humanity.
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Through their own individual styles both Farmer and Bayley have produced novels

following the best traditions of sf, contrasting current technology with the technology of

the future. Such is the case in Farmer's Traitor to Humanity (1978). Gordon Carfax is a

detective turned Professor of Medieval History who is confronted by a situation created by

his uncle through the invention of MEDIUM — a machine capable of "breaking through the

veil" and contacting the spirit world. Carfax speaks vehemently against his uncle's

invention claiming it to be in contact with a world of demons posing as the spirits of

deceased humans, rather than with the semb. Semb (sentient electromagnetic being, p. 39)

is a word coined by Western — the man Gordon's cousin Patricia claims has stolen

MEDIUM from her father, Rufton Carfax. Unfortunately Rufton Carfax was blown to

pieces in a gas explosion at his home, along with the plans and prototype of his invention

to contact the spirit world. Patricia informs Gordon Carfax that Rufton had applied for a

loan to Western to develop his invention and that a short time after Rufton's untimely end

Western announced to the world the fabulous machine which would open the barriers

between this universe and that of the dead — for those who could afford the $5,000 per

half-hour fee he charged.

An indication that Farmer wrote this story about the time ecological awareness

began to take over from the hippy concerns of the sixties occurs in his description of

Western's LA mansion/complex housing MEDIUM as it is besieged by religiously and

politically motivated rioters who brave the green/yellow smog of the California basin. At

this point, what reader cannot experience a sensation of dejavu? The contemporary media

"hype" is assuring this future society that pollution levels will soon be back to the 1973

levels if current measures, including cloud seeding and electrical transportation, are

successful.

As with The Alley God, Flesh and The Lovers, Farmer explores aspects of society

dealing with sexual mores, encountering the sensual and near perverse as the horror of

possession of a living human body is proved with the male criminal Western/Fisk using

the ultimate disguise of Patricia's body as a final refuge. The devastating effects of this

knowledge on Carfax, who has now been Patricia's body's lover when it contained her
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semb, then that of Western/Fisk, are somewhat mitigated, even made into a huge macabre

joke by the transference of Gordon's semb into the voluptuously formed flesh of Szegeti.

Ms Szegeti is involved in a séance and thus open to the spirit transference at the critical

moment Western/Fisk/Patricia attempts to remove Gordon's semb from this plane forever,

using a portable version of MEDIUM.

Thus the world of the near future is set in turmoil as atheists, along with religious

believers, are set on their respective heels by the disclosure that sembs appear to be forms

of energy whirling in "colonies" of eighty around a central "nucleus" in an apparent

eternity of emptiness; the final resting place of the spirits of humankind. This quite short

and frequently amusing novel of humanity's efforts to penetrate the barrier which death

presents to the living is yet another example of the way Farmer creates a believable setting

for his often preposterous ideas by using people's beliefs and religion as his starting point.

His fascination with sex and violence (Letson, 1977) has led Farmer to produce such

novels as A Feast Unknown and Image of the Beast which border on pornography; these

issues, together with the element of religion ;occur in Night of Light (1972). This is the

last of Farmer's novels to be discussed here and, whilst it offers scenes and incidents

containing sex and violence, it also examines religious faith by providing an incident in the

life of its main character, Carmody, providing an allegory of St Paul's conversion on the

road to Damascus.

The spiritual and religious theme of Night of Light is concerned with this life rather

than the hereafter. In this novel Farmer's main character, John Carmody, has indulged in

rape, murder and every form of cruelty known to human beings but, thanks to the strange

sun around which Dante's Joy revolves, his life is irrevocably changed.

"Dante's Joy is the planet where you get what you really want. That is why
it is off-limits to most of the Federation's people. It is dangerous to have your
unconscious prayers answered in full and literal detail." (rand, p. 21)

Ten thousand light years from Earth the planet Dante's Joy goes through a seven

year cycle, the climax of which is what the natives call the "Night of Light". This is when

the sun flares and changes colour, at first causing epileptic fits in some, but the effect
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grows in strength; if one is awake one may metamorphose or even create external

phenomena from the subconscious. The Night lasts seven days during which most natives

take the Sleep – for those who remain awake and take the Chance, there is a strong

possibility they will not survive to the end of the Night.

As with Hal Yarrow in The Lovers, Philip Jose Farmer's Night of Light features a

social misfit as the main protagonist. John Carmody is a criminal – a thief, murderer and

perpetrator of so many crimes he is unable to remember what they are. He has also had

several legitimate careers including the professions of medical doctor and welter-weight

boxing champion. This is possible for Earthmen because of the invention of "jerries" a

rejuvenating drug. The opening chapters of the book find Carmody on the planet Dante's

Joy during the time leading up to the Night of Light. Carmody's companions at Mrs Kri's

boarding house in the city of Rak on the continent of Kareen, are the earthmen Skelder and

Ralloux, both priests of the Roman Catholic church, "who hated each other's guts" (pp.

10, 11). The priests are only united in finding their compatriot's uncaring wickedness a

constant insult to their faith. The three are to pass the Night without the Sleep most people

choose as the priests have coopted Carmody to help them denounce the god Yess and

expose the religion he stands for as a fraud. Carmody also has a relationship with the

inscrutable native Tand whom he correctly suspects to be a policeman.

Carmody's wife's name was Mary which seems to be a favourite with Farmer with

its suggestion of purity mixed with the prudery embellished on it by the Catholic Church,

and the reader soon learns of her horrible demise at Carmody's hands. Her pregnant body

could not be found as he butchered her and minced the pieces. Now, owing to the effects

of the sun on his mind, Carmody begins to recreate Mary, apparently rather as a medium

uses "plasma" to create a body for a spirit. As the full force of the Night comes upon

them, he sees her down the street copulating with a grossly deformed Skelder who has

become a satyr. The sun has affected the mind of Skelder, whose dislike of sex is evident

from his attitude and over which Carmody has laughingly taken him to task. Apparently

Skelder's true personality has been repressed and it is only now that the sun's violet

vagaries reveal his true feelings in a physical manifestation. Skelder's companion is
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equally affected, but Ralloux's experiences involve immolating himself in the fires of Hell,

which he sees attacking all those he meets, in an attempt to relieve their suffering by his

own.

The depth of Carmody's wickedness is revealed as he goes to the great temple of

Boonta (the gigantic idol mother of the gods Yess and Algul) where he meets the god Yess

and destroys him entirely. He does this so that no candle can be made from the bones of

Yess, a tradition previously adhered to where the bones of the old god were ground to a

powder and added to a candle to be eaten by the current god at each Night. However,

when faced with the decision of joining the followers of Algul or Yess, led by Tand,

Carmody chooses the "good" god and becomes one of the seven Fathers of the new Yess

who is borne in the belly of the reincarnated Mary. The scene then switches to Earth 27

years later where Carmody has embraced the Catholic faith and become a priest. He is

married (a recent innovation in the church) and he and Anna are expecting their first baby.

Carmody is called to go to Kareen where the upsurgeance in the faith of Boontism has

begun to pose a serious threat to the Catholic church. As one of Yess's Fathers Carmody

is perceived as having more chance to influence Yess from his threatened course of

ordering all the Kareenans to go through the Night without the Sleep. Anna is killed by a

car bomb, and a masked countenance covering the person called Fratt claims responsibility

— because Carmody killed Fratt's son and destroyed Fratt's life before he went through the

Night.

Despite the pain of his loss Carmody takes the "White Mule" — a ship of the

Saxwell Stellar Line to Kareen and meets with Abdu, an import/export businessman and Al

Liefter, ex criminal and diaconus of the Rockbottom Church of God. On the journey

Carmody becomes aware of just how pervasive Boontism has become. He is arrested

during an abrasive encounter with Father Bakeling and the enemies of Boonta; only then

does he realize how high a priority the church has put upon his mission when the Bishop

of Springboard has Carmody freed of all charges so he may proceed to Kareen with all

haste.
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On Dante's Joy Carmody is met by Tand. As a Father of Yess, he is welcomed

and has special privileges other Forthmen are denied, as all have been forbidden to take

part in the pre-Night festivities because of the unprecedented situation threatened by Yess'

intention that all Kareenans should forgo the Sleep. The strength of Kareenan buildings is

emphasized in Carmody's hotel which has housed visitors to the city for more than 5000

years. Each room is a near fortress with its massively built walls and furniture carved out

of the rock of the building and its huge metal door swinging on a central pivot. The design

of this door is responsible for saving Carmody's life several times as Fratt continues to

plague his existence.

In portraying Carmody meeting with Yess, Farmer gives the occasion the emotion

due to that of a father and son who have been separated for years but, despite the god's

tears at his father's presence, Yess remains unmoved in his purpose to make all his

followers take the Change. In one way Carmody sees the god's intentions as beneficial to

the church which almost persuades him to cease his efforts to sway Yess, because the

devastation that would surely be caused by so many people being influenced by the horrors

of their own minds would deplete the population of Kareen to the extent that there Would

be no-one left to evangelize the Boonta faith. However, true to his Christian faith,

Carmody pleads for the lives of those, especially the children, who are bound to become

victims of the violence of the Night.

Before the onset of the Night, Carmody meets Fratt. His would-be Nemesis turns

out to be a blind old woman whom he eventually recalls as the mother of one of his victims

in the Starinof raid he was escaping from at the time he passed his first Night. Fratt is not

dangerous but her hired help Abdu is and it is only because of Tand's suspicions that

Carmody is saved before Abdu begins to torture him to death after Carmody has killed

Fratt with his feet in her stomach defending himself from her torture. With this memory of

his past wickedness now fresh in his mind, Carmody passes the Night as one of the

Fathers guarding Yess. The followers of Algul storm the temple driving Yess and the

Fathers who have survived the onslaught to its massive roof where a ship The Argus picks

them up and takes them to the western shore of the continent where Yess thinks he can
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begin a stronghold against the newly born Algul whose cries they heard as they escaped.

This is the first time since the legends of Yess and Algul began that the two brothers have

existed together and it bodes a new beginning for everything. Before Carmody left the

chamber where he guarded Yess, Yess had given him a new chapter to the book of

Boonta, asking that he have it published. Carmody could only promise that it would be at

the discretion of the Church. As he leaves Dante's Joy, Carmody listens to the transcript.

Yess predicts everything happening as it did down to the name of the rescue ship.

Carmody is left with a schism dividing belief, his faith and the reality Boontism offers —

both Skelder and Ralloux converted to Boontism after passing the Night — he wonders

why he converted to Catholicism — then realizes it could all be to the advantage of Boonta.

In this strange story with its implied criticism of the Catholic Church, Farmer

explores the theme of rebirth and what this might mean in societies whose environmental

influences are so different from those of Earth. Just as Bayley has imagined a society

where the art of dressing for every possible human occasion has become a compulsion in

The Garments of Caean, Farmer's Night of Light portrays the events that might occur

when the evangelism of the Christian church meets head on with a religion based on solid,

real events. The religion of Boontism does not depend on the passage into the hereafter of

heaven and hell; the Night renders its own changes on those who remain conscious during

the sun's contortions and good and evil become personified in a living man-like god.
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